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ABSTRACT 
There are several instances where samples of the controlled variable are the only data 
available to descriie a pmcess. In order to detemine the perfomiariee of a plant digital 
techniques are used to analyre the data Then, the set of sarnples conforrns the plant 
model. The main disadvantage of this approach is the poor predictive properties that the 
model has when changes in the process occur. 
S p h e  fùnctions are the tool of choice for the andytical representation of a plant based 
on the sampled data from a process. Once a plant rnodel is described in spline form, the 
spline coefficients becorne the model parameters. These parameters are used for the 
adaptation of sample-based rnodels. 
Two practical applications are considered in this çtudy: non-parametrk plant models 
and systems excited with non-sinusoidal waveforms. Classicd adaptive control 
techniques, such as projection algotïthm and least square, c m  be used when non- 
parametric plant models a .  approximated by spline functions. Additiondy, the spline 
approximation techniques extend the applicability of the non-parametnc models to the 
area of rnultirate sampling control. The spline approximation of voltage and cunmt 
signals is used in this work to predici the behavior of a noniinear circuit at a different 
operating point uistantaneous phasors are used in combination with spline functions to 
create a hybrid technique that takes advantage of both classical methods and spline 
models. Sampled data fiom electric arc fumaces are used to test the spline-base signal 
approximation techniques. 
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Chapter 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1 .? Motivation and the main concepts 
The problern of optimal recovery is that of approximating as effectively as poss-iile a 
given map of any b c t i o n  known to belong to certain class fiom limited, and possible 
error-contaminated, information about it (Mcchelli and Riviin, 1976)- In the process 
industry, it is common to find information about the plmt to be controlled in the fonn of 
sampled data These sampled data are, in most cases, the best description of the process 
that we can expect. The construction of models based on sampled data is the main object 
of study of this work- A new technique is developed to obtain plant models with a broader 
appiicabiIity in industria! processes. The characteristics of these models are described and 
their performance are compared to those models based on more traditional techniques Iike 
non-parametric modeis (NP PvIs). 
In this work, spline and b-spline functions are the tools of choice for the interpolation 
of the sarnpled data In recent years, some sesearchers have uitroduced spIines and b- 
sptines for the approximation of convolution systerns (Rohal - Ilkiv, 1998; Guy and 
Karny, 2000). In their work, splines are used as a framewosk for the anaiysis of control 
systems; therefore, the control action is synthesized in the fom of a spline polynomial. 
Although their approach is ngorous fiom the mathematical viewpoirit, the app1icability of 
their fmdings requires the use of a special type of controiler with hi& sarnpling rate. 
Contrary to the line of research initiateci by Rohal - Ilkv and Guy and Karny, in this work 
the application of splines and b-splines addresses the solution of process control problems 
in the time doma.  using saditionai weU-proven techniques cmentiy used in kdustry. 
Therefore, this thesis is focused maidy on the enhancernent of existing methods used in 
process controi- 
In this thesis, we focus on models for deterministic dynamitai systems. By 
detenninistic in this context, we refer to models that provide a complete description of the 
Vstem response. This approach contrasts with stochastic models, where the response of 
the systern contains a random component defined on sorne probability space. 
Tn the present dissertation, the benefits of using the theory of spline fhctions are 
shomm in w o  areas: process control and power system andysis. In the area of process 
control more specificaiiy chernical process control, a non-parametrk convo~ution model 
is approximated by interpolating splines. The result is a rnodd of I o w a  dimension that is 
simple to use in systems that require model identification and adaptive control- For power 
systerns andysis, the theory of splines is used for the approximation of voltage and 
current waveforms *+th pronounced distortion. The anaiyticai expressions of these signafs 
are used to optimize the power delivered to a nonlinear load. 
1.2 The need for an adaptive non-parametric mûdel 
Mode1 predictive control WPC) is currently one of the inost successfd strategies for 
industrial process control. Qin and BadgweU (1997) reported wer 2200 applications on a 
s w e y  of MPC applications, the majority of them in the area of refining. It is traditionally 
developed for linear non-parametnc process models, such as finite impulse response (FR) 
or ftnite step response (FSR) models. 
Mode1 predictive conîrol ernerged hto process industries during the late 1970% and is 
communplace in today7s cornputer aided process control technologies. It has fond 
numerous applications in the chemicai and petrochemical i~dustnes, the pulp and paper 
industries and ?he food i n d w  (Prett and Garcia, 1988). It is the onIy rnethodoIogy that 
can handie constrauits in a systematic way during the design and implementation of the 
controller. Process input and output constraùits are included d i r d y  in the problem 
formulation so thai future constraint violations are anticipateci and prevented (Qin and 
Badgwell, 1997). 
Of the numerous vm-ations of the MPC dgorithrns, &mmic Ma& Control @MC), 
descrïbed by Cutler and Ramaker (I979), and Mode1 A1çorithmic Control (MAC), 
descn'bed by Rouhani and Mehra (1982), are the most widely used in the process industry. 
A survey of the most representatives companies that control the gobal market in the 
current state of the art MPC tech;lolom, shows that 26 96 of the applications use DMC 
techniques (Camacho and Bordons, 1999). 
In the DMC and MAC frame work, mode1 uncertainties and process disturbances are 
computed as the difference betvïeen the process measwement and the mode1 prediction at 
the current time step. This difference is added to the model prediction for the next step. 
For sequential predictions, al1 future disturbances are considered equal to the current 
disturbance, AIîhough the DhfC and MAC formulations are simple, their models la& the 
flexibility that frequency domain models have when it cornes to model identification. 
Changes in the dynamic of a process may be caused by the t h e  vaxying nature of the 
process as well as by the process nonlinearities. These changes affect the prediction 
performance of the DMC and MAC methods. 
One soIution to the pradcal diEculty mentioned above is the use of Volterra series 
rnodels in their discrete form (Isermann et al., 1992). To compensate for the large number 
of coefficients that the solution of the discrete Volterra kernel requires, several approaches 
have been proposed NikoIaou and \Tuhandam (1998) demonstrated that parsimonious re- 
parametrization cm be obtaïned by cornpressmg the underlying FIR kemel using 
wavelets. This approach has been extended to the case of second-order discrete-time 
Volterra models (iMantha, 1998). 
Although the current research trend in the devefopment of more precise models is very 
promisin& the proposed techniques lacCr the simplicity and proven reliability of more 
traditional algorithms Iike DhfC and MAC. 
1.3 Spline and b-spline models 
The central idea of this work is the approlrimation of FIR by a set of interpolahg splines. 
Due to the fact that ody a Iimited number of sampIed data is requked for the construction 
ofthe uiterpolating splines, the resulting mode1 has less parameters. At the same tune, the 
reduction of the number of parameters allows the application of classicd adaptive 
techniques for process identification. The result is a method that preserves the simplicity 
of a traditional MPC and expands its appkation to a larger cfass of processes. 
In addition to the added adaptation properties, the models based on spline polynomiais 
can be used in processes with multirate sampling. Several researchers have addressed the 
andysis of asynclironous and rndtirate samphg. These studies have shown that the 
sampling rate can be modifieci to improve systern performance (Owms, 1986, 1996; 
Owens and Hong, 1986; Owens and Wang 1987; Schumann el al., 1981; Vodgaris, 
1994; among others). In addition to variations on the sampling rate to improve 
performance, some researchers have studied the problem of asynchronous sarnpling due 
to system constraints (Issakson and Kaul, 1996; Sheen and Tsai, 1998). The spiine mode1 
developed in this thesis deds with rnultirate sampIing systems in a systematic way- 
An alternative approach for the approximation of a NPM is the use of b-spline 
firnctions. Compared to the spline polynornials, the b-spIine approximation of a NPM has 
a simpler formulation particularly for models with adaptive dead tirne- This feature is 
important due to the fact that in most industrial processes it is possible to find a dead time 
in the control loop. An overview of the contributions of this thesis in the area of process 
con trol is shown in Figure 1.1. 
NPM-BASED MPC THEORY 
- -  - -  
Figure 1.1: Contributions to the t h e ~ ~  of MPCs based on Whk 
1.3.1 Highlights of the benefits of M g  spline and b-spline techniques 
One of the main advantâges of the spline and b-sphe techniques proposed in this work 
over the traditional techniques is the reduction of the mode1 dimension- This reduction of  
îhe mode1 dimension is the starting point in the chin of contributions shown in Figure 
1-1. The other important property unique to this techniques is the fl exiibility of the modeE 
control Vstem to adapt to a varÏable sampling environment. 
As depicted in Figure I 1, the development process can be intemrpted at any point and 
still, a contribution to the theory of nonparametric models is made. This is an adv2=1tage 
of the proposed rnethod compared to the traditional ones because it allows the inte,oration 
of the partial contri'butions to controllers based on classicd techniques. 
As show later in this thesis, the spline and b-spline techniques proposed in this work 
allows the development of simplified techniques for controiler tming. This a very 
important contribution when considering the pïactical connotation of the present 
dissertation. 
1.4 Spline functions for power systems analysis 
Traditionally, the andysis of circuits in the presence of harmonies is carried out in the 
fiequency domain. Fourier techniques are used when voltage and current sifnds present 
distortions. The harrnonic cornponents of the signals are taken into account to estimate the 
active pourer at a load. The problern found with the use of Fourier techniques is that the 
analysis of the circuit is oniy vdid for a given operating condition. 
in this dissertation, the approximation of the signals by means of spline polynomids is 
used for the analysis of cucuiîs in time domain. These spline poIynomiaIs are used to 
compute the average power and optimal operation conditions of an electric arc fumace 
(EAF). The application of tlus innovative approach to sampled data Grom a simulator and 
an EAF shows that the proposed method is an attractive alternative to the traditional 
Fourier techniques. An o v e ~ e w  of the contniutions of this thesis in the area of power 
systems is s h o w  in Figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2: Contributions to the optimization of E M S .  
1.4.1 Highlights of the benefits of ushg spline funcfions techniques 
The spline-based techniques developed for the optimization of the EAFs are immune to 
changes of the parameters o f  the network. Therefore, the optimization of a partïcular 
fùmace depends only on the characteristics of the step-down transformer and furnace 
circuit. These circuit elements do not change during the course of a production batch. This 
is the main advantage that the spline function technique have compared to the competing 
techniques s h o w  in Figure 1.2. 
Chapter 2 contains a review of the theov of spline and b-spline fùnctions, together with 
the algorithms to compute the sphe coefficients- In Chapter 3, some ex-tensions to the 
theov of spline fimaions are presented. There is a bnef discussion on the concept of 
relative versus absolute refaencing for the expression of spline poIynomiais. The concept 
of sliding hots.  proposed for the first time in thïs work, is introduced in this chapter. 
With the use of the sliding knots, the spline polynomials are extended outside their range 
of definition al1owing the application of spiines in optimization methods. The analysis of 
the error introduced by siidhg h o t s  is presented in the f o m  of  a theorern at the end of 
this chapter. 
In the first part of Chapter 4, there is a brief review of the DMC rnethod. Folloiving 
this- the topic of spiines for the approximation of NPMs is presented. The concepts of 
pseudo inputs and pseudo parameters are describeci The formulation of the projection 
algorithm (PA) for spline models follows nght afier. The analysis of mode1 uncertainties 
and variable sampling tirne close this chapter. 
The concept of b-spline models is introduced in Chapter 5 .  Similrnly to the spline 
rnethods described in the previous chapter, b-splines are used to approlcimate NPMs. The 
advantages of the b-spline models compared to their spiine counterparts are explained- 
The adaptive tuning of an MPC based on a b-sphe mode1 is presented in this chapter. A 
gendized version of adaptive tuning is deriveci for an ,WC based on a standard NPM. 
The case of adaptive tuning of an h4PC in a m u l h t e  sampling environment is analyzed in 
this chapter. At the end of Chapter 5, the identification of processes with dead time and 
the description of MiMO systems are explaineci. la Chapter 6, a series of examples 
sirnulating a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) are used to test the spline and b- 
spline techniques, 
The approximation by spline functions of signais in power systerns is dmloped in 
Chapter 7. Two techniques are described in this chapter: the first one is based on the total 
reconstruction of the voltage and cunent waveforms and the second one is based on the 
concept of instantaneous phasors. The proposed theories desçnied in Chapter 7 arc tested 
in Chapter 8. Data samples fiom simulators and an electrical arc h a c e  in operation are 
used to test the performance of the proposed techniques. The results are compared to a 
simplified electncal mode1 of the fiunace. A surnmasy of the conclusions and suggestions 
for fùture research are presented in Chapter 9. 
C hapter 2 
2. THE THEORY OF SPLINE AND BSPLINE FUNCTIONS 
In this chapter, the hdamental concepts descnbng the spline and b-spline functions are 
provided. These techniques are used for the approximation o f  non-pararnetrïc models in 
Chapters 4 and 5 and the mathematical representation of signais in Chapter 7. 
The developments and nomenclature of this chapter entirely follow the work of 
Cheney and Khcaid (1 994). 
2.1 Approximation by spline functions 
2.1. i Firsfdegree s p h e  
A sphe function is a function consisting of polynomid pieces joined togeîher with 
certain noothness conditions explained later in this chapter. A simple example is the 
polygonal fùnction (or spline o f  degrer 1), k v h o s e  pieces are lineu pol>nomials joined 
together to achieve continuity, as in Figure 2.1. 
Knots: a=tl tz ~3 lu 4 t~ L7 r g b  x 
Figure 2.1: Interpolation with spline fhction of dwee 1. 
ilte points rl, t~ . . . , t, at which the hct ion changes its character are temed knots in 
the theory o f  splines. Thus the spiine firnction shown in Figure 2.1 fias eight knots. Such a 
fiinction is somewhat cornplicated to define in explicit tenns. We can mathernatically 
define a spline as 
si (x) = cix + 4 
Each piece of Scr) is a h e a r  po1pomial. The function S(x) is piece-wise 1inea.r. I f  the 
hots r*, r2, . .. . , r,, were given and if the coefficients cl. dl, c b  4, . - - , C+I. ci,,-/ Were all 
h o w q  the evduation of S(x) at a specific x would proceed by first detelminhg the 
intemal consaïning x and then using the appropnate linear function for that interval. 
If the h c t i o n  S defined by Equation (2.1) is piece-wise continuous, we d it a spline 
of degree 1. Tt is characterized by the following three properties: 
1.  The domain of S is an intend [a, b]. 
2, S is continuous on [a, b]. 
3. There is a partitionhg of the interval 
a=[, C C , < - - - < ~ , = b  
such that Sis a linear poIynomial on each subiutend [th ri- []. 
Outside the intervai [a. b], S(x) is usualy defied to be the same funcîion on the le& 
of a ss it is on the l e h o s t  subîntemal Ifl, z,] and the same on the right of b as it is on the 
nghtmost subintervd (f+i. f,]; name1y. S(x) = S&) w h  x < a and S(K) = S,,,(x) when 
x > b .  
2- 1.2 Second-degree splines 
Interpolating splines of d e p e  higher than 1 are more cornplex- We take up now the 
quadratic splines and show how to detemine one that interpolates the samples in Table 
2.1. 
Table 2.1: Samples at îhe knots of a generic curve. 
We shall assume that the points rl .  t?, . . . . r,, serve also as the knots for our spline 
fünctions. Quadratic splines are not used in applications as often as natural cubic splines, 
which are developed in the next section. However, the derivations of quadratic and cubic 
splines are similar enough that an understanding of the simpler second-degree spline 
theory allowvs one to gasp easily the more complicated third-degree spline theory. 
A hc t ion  S(x) is a sphe  of dcgee 2 if S is a piece-wise quadratic polynomial nich 
that S and S' are continuous. A simple counîing process shows us the number of 
conditions ïnvolved in defining such a quadratic spline. If there are n knots, then there are 
n -1 subùitmrals and n - 2 interior points. Since the spline S(x) consists of quaciratic 
polynomials of the form ci A' + df x - e, over each nibinterval [ti,t,.l], there are 3 (n - 1) 
coefficients. We then expect that 3 (n - 1) conditions Wly define a quadratic spline 
fimction witb n knots. 
On each end of the subintma1 [z,~ tri], the quadnc spline funtion must satisfjr the 
interpolation condition S&) =fi and w,l) = yi-!. Since there are n - 1 such subintervds, 
this imposes 2 (n - 1) conditions. The continuity of S does not add any additionai 
conditions. However, the continuity of S ' at each of the inmior knots gives n - 2 more 
conditions. Thus, we have 2 (n - 1) + n - 2 = 3 n - 4 conditions, or one condition short of 
the 3 n - 3 conditions required. niere is a variety of ways to impose an additional 
condition. 
2.1.3 Quadraticspline Q(x) 
W e  noow derive the equations for the interpolahg quaciratic spline, Q(x). The value of 
Q VI) is prescribed as the additional condition. We seek a piece-wise quadratic function 
which is continuously differentiable on the entire interval [ r [ ,  s,] and which interpolates 
the data table; that is, Q(fJ =yi for 1 I iI n, 
Since Q' is continuous, we can put s = Q Tti). At present, we do nat know tire correct 
values of z ,  but nevertheless the followîng rnust be the formula for QG 
In order to see that this is correct, just ver* that Q&) = yt, Q,'(t,) = zi, and Q,'(z,.~) = 
These three conditions defme the function Q, uniquely on [tf,f,-l] as  given in Equation 
(2.5). 
hrowf u1 order for the quaciratic sphe funaion Q to be contmuous and to interpolate 
the table of data, it is necessary and sufficient that Q,iri-,) = ykl for i = 1, 2, . . . , n-f in 
Equation (2.5) with zl axbitrary. When cliis equation is wrinen out in cietail and simpfified, 
the r a i t  is: 
This equation cm be used to obtain the vector [q, r~ . . . . =JT, narting with an arbitrary 
d u e  for z,. 
2.1 -3.i Subbotin quadratic spline 
A usefui approximation proces% proposed by Subbotin (L967), consists o f  
interpolation with quadratic sphes, where the nodes for U1terpolation are chosen to be the 
fist and Iast h o t  and the midpoints between knots. rCemember that hots are defmed as 
the points where the s p h e  fùnction is permitted to change in f o m  fiom one pol~nomial 
to another. The nodes are the points where values of the spline are specified. Fn the 
Subbotin quadratic spline fünction, there are n + 1 interpolation conditions and 2 (n - 2) 
conditions fiom the continuity of S and S. Hence, we have the exact nurnber of 
conditions needed, 3 n - 3, in order to define the quadratic spline function completely. 
Suppose that hots a = r l  fz < --- < t = 6 have been specified; let the nodes be the 
points 
We seek a quaciratic spline fünction S having the given bots and taking prescribed values 
at nodes: 
as shovm in Figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2: Second degree spline interpolation. 
The bots create n - 1 subintervals, and in each of them S can be a different quadratic 
polynorniai. Let us say that on [h fi+,], S is equal to the quadratic polynomiai Si. Since S 
is a quadratic splùie, it and its fun derivative should be continuous. Thus ri rS'(t3 is weii 
defined, aithough as yet we do not know its value. It is easy to see that on [ t ,  ti+& o u  
quadratic polynomial can be represented in the form 
in which hi = ti-I - ti. When the polynomial pieces SI, Sz, . . . . axe joined together to 
form S, the result ma). be discontinuous. Hence, we impose continuity conditions at the 
interior knots 
The first and last interpolation conditions must also be imposed: 
These two equations lead to 
The system o f  equations govemîng the vector r = [q, z2, - - , z,JT then cas be mittm in 
matrix forrn 
After the t vector has been obtaind values of S(x) can be computed h m  Equation (2.9). 
2-1 -4.1 Introduction 
The fust- and second-degree splines discussed in the preceding section, although useful in 
certain applications, an obvious imperfection: nieu low-order derivatives are 
discontinuous. In the case of the first-degree sptuie (or polygonal line), this lack of 
nnoothness is immediately e v i d q  for the slope of the splùie changes abmptly fiom one 
vahie to another at each h o t .  For the quadrâtic spline, the discontinuity is in the second 
derivative and it is, therefore, no: so evident. But the cwature of the quadratic spline 
changes abruptly a .  each knof and the cuve  is not pleasing to the eye. 
A function S is caiied splùie of degree k if 
I .  The domain of S is an interval [a, b]. 
g k - 1 )  2 S. S ' , S . . . , are al1 continuous functions on la, bf . 
3. There are points fi (the hots of S) such that a = rl < fz < . - . < f, = b and 
such that Sis a polynomial of depee < k on each subintervai [ci. ti-r]. 
Higher-degree spluies are used wheinever more srnoothness is needed in the 
approxïxnating fùnction. From the definition of a spline fiinction of degree k, we see that 
such a function is cuntinuous and have continuous dexkatives S ', S m ,  . . . ,p-') too. I f  we 
want the approxhating spline to have a c o n ~ u o u s  m" derivative, a spline of at least rn + 
1 is selected. 
The choice of degree most fiequentiy made for a spiine function is 3. The resulting 
splines are, of course, termed cubic spIines- In this case, we join cubic polyuomids 
together in such a way that the resulting spline h c t i o n  has two continuous derivatives 
eveqwhere, At each knot three continuity conditions are imposed- Skce S, S, and Y' are 
continuous, the graph of the fiinction appears srnooth to îhe eye. Discontinuities, of 
course, occur in the third derivative but cannot be detected tisually, which is one reason 
for choosing degree 3. Experience has shown, rnoreover, that using splines of degree 
p a t e r  than 3 seldom yields any advantage. For techicai reasons, odd-degree splines 
behave better than even-degree spIines (when ïnterpolating at the knots). Thus our 
emphasis upon the cubic spIines is well justified. 
2.1 -4.2 Naturai cu bic spline 
We turn next to interpolating a given table of  fùnction values by a cubic spline urhose 
knots coincide with the values of the independent variable in the table. As was done 
earlier, we start with the data sainples given in Table 2-2. 
Table 2.2: Smples at the knots of a generic c w e .  
The 1;s are the bots  and are assumed to be  arranged in ascenduig order. 
The function S that we mish to construct consists of n-l cubic polynomid pieces, 
In dus formula, Si denotes the cubic polynoiriral that is used on the subinterval [ri. r i - ; ] -  
The interpolation conditions are 
The continriity conditions are imposai only at the irtrerïor knots r2, r ~ ,  . . . . t,[. These 
conditions are written as 
it tums out that two M e r  conditions must be imposed in orda to use al1 the 
available degrees of fieedom. The choice that we make for these wo extra conditions is 
The resulting spline h c t i o n  is then tenned a naturd cubic spline- 
We now ver* that the number o f  conditions imposed equals the nurnber of 
coefficients needed. There are n knots and hence n - 1 subintervals. On each of these 
subintends, we shdl have a different cubic polynomiai. Siace a cubic polynornial has 
four coefficien~ a total of 4 (n - 1) coefficients are available. As for conditions imposed, 
we have specified that wïthin eacli intemal the interpolating polynomid must go through 
bvo points, which gives 2 (n - 2) conditions. The continuity adds no additional conditions. 
The first and second derivatives must be continuous at the n - 2 interior points, for 2 (n - 
2) more conditions. The second derivatives must vanish at the two endpoints for a totat of 
2 (tz - 1) -t 2 (r7 - 2) + 2 = 4 (n - 1) conditions. 
2.7 -4.3 Algorithm for natural cubic splines 
Vire can develop a systematic procedure for detetmining the fornula for a natural cubic 
spline, @en a table of interpolaihg values. 
Since S' is continuous, the nurnbers 
are unambiguously defineci We do not yet know the vaIues 22, t ~ +  - . - , zei, bu& of course, 
rl = z,, = O by Equation (2.18). 
Lf the q 's  were knowq we could constnrct S as described now. On the interval [ I ,  zi- 
S" is a Iinear polynomial taking the vaiues zi and z i + ~  at the endpoints. Thus 
with hi = - f i .  Cleariy, Si"(ti) = z,-, Si " ( f i - l )  = zi-l- and Si" is linear in x. If this is 
integrated &<ce, we obtain Si itself: 
where c and d are constants of intepaion. By adjusîing the integration constants, we 
obtain a f o m  for Si that is easier to work with, name15 
where C and D are constants. If we differentiate Equation (2.22) twice, we obtain 
Equation (2.20). 
The interpolation conditions S,{Z~) = yi and Si(ti+l) = y t -1  can be imposed now to 
determine the appropriate values of C and Dy giWig 
When the values zl, zz, . - . , z, have been determineci, the s p h e  fiinction 
fiom an equation of this fom for S&), SAX). - - . , Sn-~(x). 
We now show how to detennine the ,'S. One condition remains 
namely, the continuity of S'. At the interior knots Zj (2 5 i 5 n - l), we must have s,,(fi) = 
Si'(ti), as can be seen fiom Figure 2.3. 
We have fiom Equation (2.23) 
fi-i Ii l i+i 
Figure 23: Natural cubic spline interpolation. 
This gives 
where 
Analogouçly. we have 
11, - , hi-, 
(c, ) = - -i-i  + -zj + b,-L 
6 3 
When these are set equal to each 0th- the resulting equation can be arranged as 
hi-,=,-, +2(hi-, th), +/rizi+, = 6(bi - b,-,) for 2 5 i l n - l  ( 2.28 ) 
ui = 2(44 +h) uttd vi = qbi  4,-,) , 
we obtaùi a tri-diagonal system of equaîïons 
The Systan (2.30) is to be solved for the z,'s. The shplitity of the fm and l a s  equations 
is a result of the natural cubic spline conditions S"(tl) = S"(t,) = 0. 
2-1.4.4 Exampie 
Derive the equations of the natural cubic spline for the data sarnples of Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3: Data samples. 
First, we need to determine the tri-diagonal System (2.30). From the table, we have hl = I ,  
hz = 1 hi = 1, b2 = -3, uz = 4, and 12 = -24. The systern is 
X 
Y 
Thus, t,=û, z2 = -6, and z3 = 0, and from (2.23) we have 
- 1 O 1 
1 Li - 1 7 
- 
Solution 
In generd, writing system (2.3 I ) in ma& fonn, we have 
On eliminating the .tirsi and last equations, we have 
which is a symrnetric tri-diagonal %stem of order 17 - 2. We can deveIop an algorithm 
based an Gaussian elhination without pivoting, as follows: 
The general formulas are 
The back substitution phase yields 
The general formulae are 
Putting al1 this together leads to the following algorithm. 
2.1 -4.5 Algorithm for soiving the natural cubic spline tri-diagonal system directly 
Gven the interpolation points (th Yi) for i =1,2, . . , , n: 
1- Compute for i = l ,  2 , .  . . , n - L 
2. Set 
and compute inductively for i =3,4, - . . , n - 1 
3. Set 
and compute inductively for i = n - 1, n - 2, . . . ,2 
Findly, Equation (2.25) provides the value of S.&), which is 
Thus the nested form of  S&) is 
2.1.4.6 Smoothness property 
Wùy do spLine functions serve the needs o f  data fitting better than ordurary polynomiak? 
Ln order to answer this question, one should understand that interpolation by polpornials 
of hi@ degree is o h  unsatisfactory because polynomials may exhibit wiId oscillarions. 
Polynomids are smooth in the tecbnical sense of possessing continuous derivatives of alI 
orders, whereas in this sense spline hctions are not smooth. 
Wild oscillations in a h d o n  c m  be attrïbuted to its derivatives being vexy large. 
Consider the h c t i o n  whose graph is shown in Figure 2.4. The dope of the chord joining 
the points p and q is very large in magnitude. By the mean-value theorem, the slope of 
that chord is the value of the derivative at some point between p and q. Thus the 
derivative must attain large values. Indeed, somewhere on the c w e  between p and q there 
is a point where f (x) is large and negative. S i d a r l ,  between q and r there is a point 
where f (x) is large and positive. Hence there is a point on the curve between p and r 
wherer(x) is large. This reasoning can be contùiued to higher derivatives if there are 
more oscillations. This is the b&avior that spline fùnctions do not exhi'bit. In fact, the 
following results show that fiom a certain point of view, natural cubic splines are the best 
fùnctions to employ for curve fitting. 
Figure 2.4: Interpolation of data points 
2.1 -4.7 Cubic spline srnoothness property 
The cubic spline smoothness property is taken into account w h  the degree of the 
interpolating spline polynomials is chosen. As show in the following chapter, the sliding 
bots  technique relies strongly in the smoothness of the spline poIynomiats at the ho&, 
If$ is the natural cubic spline hction that interpolates the twice-continuous function f 
Proof 
The interpretation of the integral inequality above is that the average vaiue of [~"(x)]' on 
the interval [a, b] is never larger than the average d u e  of this expression wïth any twice- 
continuous hct ion  f that agrees with S at the bots. The quanti@ r[x)]' is related to the 
curvature of the function j: To verie the assertion about [S'+)]*, we let 
so thst &ri) = O for 1 I iI n, and f = 5"' -+ g". Now 
If the last integral were O, we would be finished. for then 
Ure apply the technique of the integration by parts to the integd in question to show îhat 
it is O. We have 
Here, use has been made of the fact that S is a naturai cubic spline, that is, S'(a) = S ( b )  = 
O- Continukg, we have 
Since S is a cubic polynomial in each intemal [ri,r,,], its third derivative is a constant, say 
Ci- SO 
b n-1 4-1 n-l 
In this section we give an introduction to the theory of 6-splines- These are special spline 
fünctions that are well adapted to numencal tasks and are being used more and more 
fiequently in production-type progratns for approriimating data The b-spiines were so 
named because they fonned a "basis" for the set of al l  splines. Throughout this section we 
suppose that an i n f i t e  set of knots has been prescribed in such a way that 
The h-splines to be defieci now depend on this set of laiots, although the notation 
does not show this dependence. The b-splines of degree O are defked by 
The graph O ~ B P  is shown in Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5: B-splines of degree O. 
Obviously, 3; is discontinuous. However, it is continuous from the riat at dl points, 
even where the jumps occur as 
lirn @ ( x )  = 1 = B: ( f i )  and lim B;(X) = O = B P ( ~ , + ~ )  
x+r; x+ r,: , 
If the support of a function f is defined as the set of points x whereffx) * O, then we 
c m  say that the support of is the half-open interval [t, zfii). Since B! is a piece-wise 
constant hction,  it is a spline of degree O. 
Two Mer observations can be made: 
iüthough the second of these assertions contains an inkite series. there is no question 
of convergence because for each x only one tem in the series is different fiorn O.  Indeed, 
for fixed s, there is a unique ititeger or such that r,,, S x < and then 
Any spline of degree O that is continuous fiom the nght and is based on the hmots 
defued above c m  be expressed as a Iinear combination of the b-splines BP. Indeed, i f  S is 
such a function, then it can be specified by a rule such as 
Then S can be witten as 
With the fiinctions B: as a starthg point, we now generate aU the higher-degree b-splines 
by a simple recursive definition: 
x - t -  (2.61 ) 
' i+k+l  - 'w 
Herek= I , 2 ,  - .  .and i=0,+1,+3,. . . , 
To illustrate the last equation, we show the graph of B: in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6: B-splines of degree 1. 
The support of B: is the open interval (if, ti+2). It is m e  but perhaps not so obvious, that 
and that ev- spline of degree I based on the bots  defked in (2.53) is a linear 
combination of B!. 
The functions RF as d e f i  by Equation (2.6 1) are called b-splines of degee k Since 
each RF is obtained by appljing linear factors to B:-' and fi ,we see that the d e p e s  
actually rïse by one at eaîh s t q .  So B: is piece-wise Iuiear, 8: is piece-wise quaciratic, 
and so on, 
It is dso easily shown by induction that 
and 
The principal use of the b-splines B:' (i = O_ f 1, 5, . . . ) is as a basis for the set of dl 
P-degee splines having the same knot sequence. Thus, linear combinations 
are importaut abjects o f  study. We use ci for fixed k and CF to emphasize the d e p e  k of 
the corresponding b-splines- 
Our fkst task is to develop an efficient method to evaluate a fiinction of the fonn 
under the assumption that the coefficients CF are @ven (as well as the h o t  sequence 2,). 
Using Equation (2.61) and some simple series manipIations, we have 
where each CF-' is defined to be appropriate coefficient. This dgebraic manipulation 
shows Iiow a linear combination of B;(X) cm be expressed as a linear combination of B )  
I (x).  Repeating this process k - 1 times, we eventuaiIy expressj(x) in the form 
f (x) = C c s,P (x) 
I f  t,,, < x < thenfi) = C$ The formula by which the coefficients c.!' are obtained is 
k A nice feature of Equation (2.69) is that o d y  the k + 1 coefficients c:? C,I , . . . . 
cdk are needed to computel(x) if lm 5 x -= lm, l. Thus if f is defineci by Equatioo (2.66) 
and w e  want to cornpute X-r), we use Equation (2.69) to cdculate the entries in the 
follouing tiangular may: 
AW~ough our notation does not show it, the coefficients in Equôtion (2.66) are 
independent of .Y, whereas the c{-''s calculated subsequently by Equation (2.69) do 
depend on x. It is now simple to establish that 
The smoothness of the b-splines B: increases with the kdex k. In fact, we can show 
by induction that 3; has a contïnuous k - l* derivative. The b-splines c m  be used as 
substitut es for çomplicated functions in rnany mathematicaï si-ons. Di fferentiatîon and 
integration are important examples. A basic result about the derivatives of b-splines is 
This equation c m  be proven by induction, using the recursive Formula (2.61). Once 
(2.72) is established, we get the usefd formula 
For numerical integration, the b-spiines are also recornmended, especialIy for 
indefinite integration, Here is the basic result needed for integratioa- 
The basic result (2.74) produces this usefiil formuk 
where 
It  should be emphasized that this formula gives an indefinite integal (anti-derivative) 
of any function expressed as a linear combination of b-splines. Any definite integral cm 
be obtained by selecbng a specific value of x. For example, if x is a hot ,  say x = c,, thm 
2-2- 1 Interpolation and appmximation by b-splines 
In the preceding section, we developed a number of properties of the b-sphes and 
shoived how b-spiines are used in various numerical tasks. The problem of obtaining a b- 
s p h e  representation of a given fbnction was not discussed. Here we consider the problem 
of interpolating a table of data; later, a non-interpolatory method of approximation is 
descriied. 
A basic question is how to detemine the coefficients in the expression 
so that the resulting spiine function interpolates the prescribed Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4: Sampied data 
We mean by "interpolate" that 
S ( t i ) = y i  l l i l n  
The nahnal rtarting point is with the simplest splines, corresponding to k= O. Since 
the soiution to the problem is imrnediaîe. Just set Ai = ); for 1 S i < n. All othet 
coefficients in (2.78) are arbitrary. In particdar, tbey c m  be zero. We arrive then at fhe 
zero-degree b-spline 
S(x) = Y i  B! (x) 
i = L  
has the interpolation pop- 
S ( f , )  = y, Ici l n  
The next case, k = 1, also has a simple solution. We use the fact that 
Hence, the foIlowing is true: The first-degree b-@ne 
S(x) = yi~:, (x) 
has the interpolation property 
I f  the table has four enûies, for instance, we use B~', B,', B ~ ' ,  and &'. Tiiey. in tum, 
require for their definition h o t s  th il, - . . ,is- Knots and can be arbitras.. Figure 2.7 
shows the graphs of the four splines. In such a problem, if fo and are not prescribed, it is 
natural to defme tbem in such a way that t l  is the rnidpoint of the interval [z0, t2] and t4 is 
the midpoirtt of îhe intend [r3 , ts ] -  In both elementaxy cases considered, the unknown 
coefficients -41, A2, - - - , in Equation (2.78) were uniquely determined by the 
interpolation conditions (2.79). 
Figure 2.7: B-splines of degee 2, 
I f  terms were present in Equation (2.78) correspondmg to values of i ouiride the range (1, 
2, . . . , n), they had no influence on the values of S(x) at r,, 12, . . - , tn. 
For higher-degree splines, we shall see that some arbitrariness exists in choosing the 
coefficients, In fact none of the coefficients are uoiquely detennined by the interpolation 
conditions. This fact can be advantageous if the other properties are desired for the 
solution. in the quadratic case, we begin with the equation 
If the interpolation conditions (2.79) are now irnposed, we obtain the following 
system of equations, which gives the necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
coefficients: 
niis is a system of n linear equations in n + 1 unknowns A i, Az, - . - ,A,,- 1. 
One way to solve (2.87) is to assign any value to Al and thm use (2.87) ta solve for 
Ai, .il3.. . . , Ar1 recursively. For this purpose, the equations couid be rew-ïtten as 
where the foi1 owhg abbrevktions h a ~ e  been used: 
In order to keep the coefficients mal1 in magnitude, we recommend selecting Al  so that 
the expression 
is a minimum. To determine this value of Al, we proceed as foiiows. By successive 
substitution using Equation (2.88), we can show that 
where the coefficients yj and 4 are obtained recursively by this algorithm: 
Then Q, is a quadratic function ofAl  as follows: 
To fmd the minimum of  a, we take its derivaiive with respect to Al and set it equal to 
zero: 
This is quivalent to y Al + p = 0, where 
2.2.2 Schoenberg's process 
An efficient process due to Schoenberg (2967) can also be used to obtain b-spline 
approximations to a gïven fùnction. Its quadatic version is defined by 
Here, of course, the knots are ( f i )"+ , and the points where f must be ataluated are 
midpoints between the bots- 
Equation (2-96) is usefid in producing a quadratic spline fùnction th& approxirnaksf: 
The salient properties o f  this process are as follows: 
I f  f is continuous on [a , b] and if  6 = maxi Irr-, - r,{. then for .r in [a , 61, 
the graph of S does not cross any line in a plane a grester nurnber o f  times 
than does the graph of f: 
Some of these properties are elernentq; others are more cornplex The signifieance 
of properties 4 and 5 should not be overlooked. Using 4, we can make the h d o n  S 
close to a continuous faction f simply by making the "mesh size" 6 smd. This is 
becauseflu) -XI') can be made as smaU as we wish by imposing the inequality (u - 14 < 6 
(uniform continuiiy property). Property 5 can be interpreted as a shape-presenkg 
aitribute of the approximation process. In a crude interpretation, S shouid not exhibit more 
oscillations thanf: 
Chapter 3 
3. SPLINE FUNCTIONS PROPERTIES 
This chapter contains a description of the properties that stem fiom the theory of spline 
functions given in Chapter 2. 
3.1 Absolute and relative reference 
Splïne functions can be expressed in absolute or relative reference form. Traditiondly, the 
absolute reference has been used to define interpolahg spiines, thaî is, the origin of the 
independent variable x is the same for al1 the interpolating polynomials. Men the 
absolute reference is use& the interpolating polynomial for a natural cubic spline has the 
fonn 
When relative reference is used, the independent variable is defined as 
X, = X - t ,  
Then, the expression of the interpolatiug cubic spIine becomes 
where 
The relative reference concept is Msualised in Figure 3.1. 
obsotute 
b 
fi- 1 fi fi +-I 
O hi i O At,j rdaiive 
b 
Figure 3.1: Absolute and relative references. 
Notice that the polynornial coefficients remah unchanged. Relative referencing have 
some advantages over absolute referencing as shown in the following chapters. 
3.1.7 Example 
Using chic splines, interpolate the data s h o w  Ui Table 3-1 obtained fiom a 
magnetisation cuve (Iiraus, 1 987) using absolute and relative referencing. 
Table 3.1: Magnetisation curve saruples- 
Solution 
We compute the spiine fua.ction coefficients for each interval [Hi, Hi,[] as described in 
Chapter 2. The form of the interpolating polynomiai with absolute referencing is 
and with relative referencing 
Table 3.2 summarises the value of the polynomid coefficients- 
Table 3.2: Coefficients of the interpoIating ch ic  spluies, 
- - 
Each of the spline polynomials is plotted together with the data points fÎom Table 3-1. 
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Figure 3.2: Interpolation of magnetisation curve by cubic splines. 
3.2 Sliding knots technique 
One of the contributions of this work is the technique d e d  sliding knots. This technique 
is particularly important for the prediction of the plant output for variable sampling hme, 
as shown in Chapter 4. Moreover, the sliding knots technique is thoroughly used for the 
optirniion of power srstems in time domain, as shown in Chapter 7. 
3.2- 1 De finition of sliding knots 
We define as sliding knots the shifting of a knot pair .ri, xi,[ by Ar. 
3.2- 2 Effect o f  diding knots over the spline polynorniais 
Let us consider now the possicbility o f  introducing a shift bx in the independent variable x 
in Equation ( 3 3 ,  where reiative referencing has been used for sïrnpIicity. The expression 
o f  the shifted polynomial is 
Figure 3.3 shows a diagram where the shift fonvard due to Ar in Si@) is indicated by a 
thicker line. The introduction of the shift forward Ar has îhe effect of  extending the spline 
function Si(x) outside the range dehed by the knots xi, xi-1. 
The sliding knots technique relies on the cubic spline smoothness property 
demonstrated in Chapter 2. Given the fact that the naturai cubic spline has a smooth 
transition at the knots, extrapolation using sliding knots is feasible in the vicinity of the 
intervals defined by the hots. 
Figure 3.3: Curve showing the sliding bots.  
The analysis of the sliding knots technique errors is addressed in the nex? subsection. 
3.2.3 Sfiding knofs technique e m r  analysis 
Using the s p h e  polynomids outside of their range of definition introduces errors. The 
didation o f  the sliding knots technique requires the anaiysis of these errors. This andysis 
is presented in the form of a theorem. 
3.2.3.1 Theorem 3.1 : 
Let ri < fi+l C be a set of consecutive knots for which the spline polynomials Si and Si,l 
of order k are defhed. Let t h s e  two s p h e  polyno~ais  be written as 
and 
Let us also define the sliduig knots error Et , at any interval i delimited by [II ,  ti+& as 
Ei (x) = S,,, (x) - Si- (x) fi+, 5 x 5 fi+* (3.1 1 ) 
where x = fi+, + AT . We say that the ma.uimum absolute error E, when sliding ho t s  are 
used is @en by 
E ,  ( x )  Q max l(bk - a, (x - 1" 1 x . lh2 1 
i 
P roof: 
From Expressions (3.9), (3.10) and (3.1 1) of the hypothesis we have 
By definition, a spline hction of order k has k - 1 continuous derivatives at the knots. 
Talcing knot r, as a reference, we can express the coefficients of Si,l as a hc t ion  of those 
of Si . The general expression for these coefficients is 
"! 
4, = C- al - li 1 I-" 12 = O, 1,---, k - 1 (1  - h)! t=h - 
Now, the siiding bots error E&) can be expressed as 
k-l k l !  k 
I ( f i + - f ) f - h ( - f , ) J r - * , r x - t i J + b k ( * - f i + l ) ~  (3 -15)  
h=O 
Mer expanding the polynomials and using the following knots property 
(x- r i )  -(.Y - ri+,) = - Zi) 
a Pascal's triangle mangernent of polynomid coefficients is identifieci. Then 
From Equations (3.9), (3- 10) and (3-1 8) it is clear that the rna.cImum error ushg the 
sliding knots technique occurs for the intervais [ti, ri ,I]  and [ri,!, that have the largest 
differeuce bk - ak in the coefficients oftheir spline polynomids. Therefore, the following 
expression is true: 
O 
Remark 3.1 
The sliding bots technique error is given by those coefficients that are related to the P 
derivative of the spline polynomials of order k From the expression of spline polynomial 
the /r derivative is 
Notice that the coefficients related to the derivative are the only coefncients of the 
interpolaMg spluies that have no specincations in regards to their value at the knots. This 
may explain why they are the cause o f  mors when the spline polynomials are used 
outside the boundaries of definition. 
Remark 3.2 
The error fiom the sliding b o t  technique oui be decreased by increashg tbe number of 
knots. The closer the knots are f?om each other, the srnaller the diffaence between the 
coefficients of any two consecutive spline polynomials. From the analysis Equation (3.18) 
it is ckar that a smail clifference in the spline coefficients reduces the error. in 
mathematicai terrns: 
lim 6, -a, = O  
f,., +,+O 
Then, from Equation (3.1 8) 
Chapter 4 
This chapter reviews the current rnethodology for output prediction based on noa- 
parametric models as well as describes the development of models based on splina 
fùnctions, 
4.1 Introduction 
Non-parametric models (WMs). dso h o ~ n  as convolution models, are based on 
sampIed data fiom impulse or step tirne responses. These samples are called weighting 
factors and the nurnber commonfy required for the modeling of a plant ranges fiom 20 to 
70 (Tsennann 1981, Seborg et al. 1989). As reported by Muske and Rawlings (1993), 
over-parametrized rnodels are one of  the greatest limitations of  the cornrnercially available 
MPCs based on NPMs. For instance, a first order process can be describeci by a transfer 
function mode1 usùig only three parameters (gain, time constant and deadtirne) whilst an 
impulse response madel will require more than 30 coefficients to describe the same 
dynamics. These coefficients are the samples of the impulse response at regular intervals, 
A minimum number of samples are required to approsimate the continuous tune 
convolution integrai by a discrete version of this integrai. As described by Isermuin el al. 
(1992), the large number of parameters required to identify the NPMs affects the 
numerical stability of the estimation techniques. 
The introduction of spline fùnctions for the approximation of NPMs presented in this 
chapter, reduces the nuniber of weighting factors, allowirtg the application of traditional 
adaptive techniques such as the  projection algorithm (PA) or least squares (LS). The 
objective is the development of an adaptive spline model (ASM) that extends the 
applicability of MPCs with linear W M s  to a l q e r  class of processes, such as nodinear 
tirne-invart*ant (PlTl) or nonhear time-varÏmt processes. 
4.2 Non-paramettic plant models 
The construction of hTMs is an off-line, open-loop procedure. The plant is excited with a 
test signal and îhe output f?om the plant is recorded at regutar intervalsz jiven by the 
chosen sampling t h e  To. Neglecting tnincation errors, the process dynamics are 
approximaied by means of an FIR model. Thmefore, the mode1 is inherently stable in the 
sense th& as long as the weight values are fin. the impdse response is bounded and of 
finite length. 
The sampIed data fiom the fmite impulse response (FIR) of a plant are used as 
weighhng coefficients for the prediction of the process output. ïhe process output is 
predicted by sohing the convolution sum 
where j is the predicted plant output; g, the unit impulse response of the plant (weighting 
factors); u, the plant input; n, a disturbance signal; and k denotes the time step. 
Equation (4.1) is an open-Ioop prediction model in the sense that it does not provide 
any corrections for the influence of model errors or unmeasured load changes that may 
have occwred at any previous time step. To address this shortcoming, DMC and MAC 
techniques irtilize a comcted prediction given by 
is the prediction correction and y is the actual plant output This shift fonvard of  the plant 
rnodel correction is computrd at every time step. Figure 4.1 shows a block diacieram of the 
prediction-correction technique. The main drawback of this constant model mismatch 
assumption is the lack of adaptation to chanses in the dynamics of  the process. This is 
particularly important for nonlinear tirne-invariant @.TI) or linear time-variant (Lmr) 
processes. During the develop~nent of the controller. the des ig  dgorithrn is based on 
prior knowledge of  the rnodel and it is independent of it, but it is obvïous that the benefits 
obtained €rom the simpliciq of the formulation are affected by the discrepancies existing 
between the r d  process and the mode1 used. 
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of  the model correction aigorïthm- 
4.3 Plant rnodel in spline km 
The development of the spline model starts with the selection of a mal1 set of samples 
obtained f?om the plant FIR at t h e  instants calleci hots. This reduced number of samples 
resembles the parameters o f  the paramedxic models without the need of a îransfer h t i o n ,  
thereby allowing the application of classical adaptive techniques based on PA or LS. 
4-3-7 Sefection of ffie number and location of knofs 
The spline mode1 of  the plant requùes the sampling of the impulse or step time responses 
in the same mamer as in the classical NPM methods. Once the FiR of the plant is 
obtained, a decision is made on the number and location o f  the hots  
4.3.1.1 Optimal number of knots 
By conveniently selecting a reduced number of samples at the bots, a new set of 
weighting factors is generated. The lower the number o f  knots used for the spline model, 
the faster the convergence rate of the estimates during the adaptation process. On the other 
han& if  the number of hots  is too small, it can result in a poor rnodeling of the pIant. 
The optimal nurnber of h o t s  is determined by the dynarnic of the process shown in 
the FIR. Ln this thesis, the optima3 number of knots is deternaineci in an heuristic rnanner. 
This is similar to designing a model of the plant in fiequency domain. Generally speaking, 
a reduced order mode1 is preferred due to the faster convergence of the estimates- 
The selection of the optimal number of knots in a more systematic and rigorous way is 
a topic for the future research. 
4.3.1 -2 Location of the knots 
As described by Micchelli et ai. (1976) and Gaffney and Powell (1976), the theoq of 
splines provides the tools for the optimal location of the bots. These took are valid only 
when the function th& generates the data points is not time vaying. 
As described in Chapter 1, one of the mairi contniutions of this work to the theory of 
MPCs is the redution of the dimension of the NPMs. The reduction of the dimension of 
the NfMs allows the application of traditional adaptive techniques, The FTR used as the 
basis for the optimal location of the bots is not fixed in a tune var).-ing process. 
Therefore, the optimal location of the h o t s  must be determined every time the dynamics 
of the process change- 
In this worE; a practical approach is used for the Iocation of the Lxots. By analyzing 
the FIR and forecasting the behavior of  the dymamics of the plant, a decision is made in 
regard to the best placement of the bots. Issues like variable deadtime and backçlash 
must be considered when selecting the location of these Lmots. 
4.3.2 Selecfion of the degree of the interpolating spline 
ï h e  application of spline fùnctions requires the selection of the degree of the 
interpolating polynomials. Cubic functions are best suited for this task rnainly due to their 
superior interpolating properties as cornpared to other polynomials. This superiority 
demonstcated by the cubic spline smootbness properiy and the sliding knots technique 
described in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively, The selection of bots based on the F R  of a 
contuiuously stirred tank reador (CSTR), is show in Figure 4.2. The CSTR process is 
described in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 1.2: Selection of knots in a F R  of a CSTR. 
Table 4.1 : Sarnpied data at the knots. 
The computation of the spline hc t ions  starts fiom the plant time response evaluated 
at the knots, as s h o w  in Table 4.1 for a six-hot system, The coefficients of the 
interpolating polynomials are computed using the recursive algorithm desmied in 
Chapter 2. The cubic spline approximation of a FIR has the h m  
Once the sphe fùnctions are computed, the weighcing factors of tlie non-parametric 
mode1 are obtaïned by interpolation beîween knots. Notice that the spIine polynomids go, 
gb g, gd. and g, are defmed according to a relative reference convention, as descnied in 
Chap ter 3. 
4.4 Adaptive spIine models 
4-4. i Reduction of the dimension of the model 
The spline fundons representation of the F R  that is gven in Equation (4.3) is further 
simplified, thereby reducing the number of parameters describine the process. Let us 
define the following interpolating splines coefficient vectors: 
Let us aIso define a vector of sampled data for a &-hot spline system 
From the continuity conditions of the cubic spiines described in Chapter 2, a 
transformation matrix TR is de- such that the coefficients of the spline polynomids are 
expressed as a function of the samples at the knots. For a six-knots spline system, the 
relationship between coefficients of the spline polynornials and the samples at the knots is 
gïven by 
where the transformation ma& TR is defked as 
and 
Then, fiom Equation (4.7) 
To vaiidate Expression (4.141, the non-singular characteristics of transformation ma& TR 
must be proven. 
4.4.1 -1 Proposition 4-1 : 
The matrix TR is always of fûI1 Mnk, 
Proof 
The proof of the above proposition requkes that al1 the coefficients o f  the cubic spline 
interpolating polynomials are uniqueIy defined. Therefore, we need to vene that the 
nwnber of conditions Mposed equals the number of  coefficients needed- R e f i g  to the 
defuiirion of spline functions descnbed in the Chapter 2, there are n b o t s  and hence n - 1 
subintervals- Since a cubic polynomial has four coefficients, a total of 4 (n - 1) 
coefficients are available. As for the conditions impose4 we have specified that within 
cach interval the interpolaihg polynomial must go through NO points, which gives 2 (n - 
2) conditions. The continuity adds no additional conditions. The £kst and second 
derivatives must be continuous at the n - 2 interior points, leaduig to 3 (n - 2) more 
conditions, The second derivatives must vanish at the two endpoints- Thus, a total of 2 (n 
- 1) t 2 (n - 2)  -+ 2 = 4 (n - 1) conditions are required. 
Remark 4.1 
Matrices TR and IT can be used to compute the sphe coefficients based on the samples at 
the hots. Obsenring Equation (4.14), the sptine coefficients can be detemiined in a non- 
recursive manner using these two transformation matrices. 
Remark 4.1 
Due to the fact that the present work deals aith process control where sampling times are 
generally larger than LOO ms, the presence of t, ? and ? in the elements of matrices (4.9) 
and (4.10) do not impose any numerical problems during the inversion of rnatrix TR. 
4.4.2 Plant outpuf predicfion 
Having the plant mode1 in spline form reduces the number of parameters to be estimateci, 
because, only the samples at the knots need be updated. Based on Equation (4.1), and 
neglecting the disturbances rnodeted by n, the prediction of the plant output using the 
Urterpolating polynomialç (4-4) takes the fom 
4-4.3 Pseudo input signal 
Let us define the following impulse control signal vectots: 
representinz the sequence of plant inputs that aEfect each of  the spline functions intervais 
as shown in Expression (4.15). Further, let us define the foiiouing time sequence 
matrices: 
and similarly for Tc, Td, and Te. We c m  now introduce the concept of pseudo input 
signai U& given by 
and 
The pseudo input signal </, is expressed as a vector of pseudo input elements 
FinaUy, combining Equations (4.61, (4- l5), (4.19) and (4.22), a compact expression for 
the plant output prediction (in ma& fom) is given by 
y ( t  + To) = S, Cro ( r  ) To 
Compating Eqwtion (4.23) with Equation (4.1), we find the rationale behind the 
concept of pseudo inputs &en by the elernents of Uo in Equation (4.22). Aiso, notice that 
the elements of vector So are the spline coefficients at the begiming o f  each intend; 
thereby, they conform a set of pseudo parameters of the plant model- 
Crsing the projection algorithm (PA) and the nomenclature given in Goodwîn and Sin 
(2984), we obtain the estimates for the coefficients uo, bo, CO, dn, and eo at the knots of the 
F IR. The estimation of the spline parameters requires the computation of the following: 
and 
Equation (4.24). in its traditional form, would have p = 1 and q = O. The addition of a 
s m d  coefficient q prevents singdarities (division by zero). Coefficient p determines the 
convergence rate of the estimates. Ifp is larger than or equd to 2, the convergence of the 
estimates is not guaranteed For more cornplex fomiulations of the projection aigorithm, p 
is made variable Mth time to include, for instance, a dead zone. Equation (4.24) is also 
known as nonnafized Ieast-mean-squares, in which case, the choice of p is usdlilly such 
that O < p l l .  
Spline coefficients a. and& are made equal to further reduce model dimension. These 
two last coefficients will determine the dnfing effect that the plant undergoes in a h e  
varying process. Notice that the prediction correction c defined by Expression (4.3) is 
now part of the expression of the PA. 
4.5 Analysis of mode1 uncertainu'es far robust control 
The objective of robust control is to design controllers which presetve stability in spite of 
model uncertainties. The sources of model uncertaintics are the sirnplif$ing assumptions 
that have to be made in regards to the plant. Nonlinearities are either mhown and hence 
uninodeIed, or modelai and later ignored to simplify the analysis. Because the real 
wWomnent rnay change with time, or operating conditions rnay vary, the control system 
must be able to withstand these variations. 
ïhe particuiar property that a control system must possess so that it operates in redistic 
situations is called robustness. Aithough the use of feedback contemplates the inaccuracies 
of the model implicitly, the term robrist control is used in Iiterature for control systems 
that explicitly consider the discrepancies of  the rnodel and the r d  process. 
The robust control analysis in this work focuses on îhe most important feaîure of 
convolution models, which is, to predict fiture values of the output variables. The 
uncertaùities can be defuieci in t m  o f  the prediction capabilities o f  the model. 
4.5. f Models uncertainties 
As in the case of  model predictive controller, convolution controllers are used to predict 
friture trajectories. In this contexts, seems reasonable to descrîîe models uncertainties by a 
family of models that may generate a band of trajectories in wbich the process trajectory 
d l  be included when the same input is sippiied in spite of rnodel uncertrunties. 
4.5.1 -1 FIR uncertainties 
The natufal way of considering non-parametric model uncertainties in the presence of 
tnincated impulse responses is by assuming the weighting coefficients are not h o w m  
exactly. The effect is compounded when the finite impulse response is approximated by 
spline functions. A general approach is to consider that the impulse response may be 
within a set defined by 
with B defined by 
where pl is the plant nominal response. 
The dimension of the uncertainty parameter vector is 20 < N < 70, The use of 
spline polynomials reduces substanttially this dimension to just the nmber of bots  as 
shown later in this section. 
The predicted output c m  be computed as 
while the predicted nominal response is 
The prediction band around the nominal response is then Iimited by: 
S-I .. . R -L 
min 0, u(r - iTo) Tu and î yx  6, u(t - iTo) To (432 ) 
Q 
4.5.1.2 Global uncertainties 
As describeci in Camacho and Bordoms (1999), the plant is describeci by a family of 
models 
y(t t Ta) = f ( j ( r  j, - - . , ~ ( r  - rzTo), u(r), - - - , u(r - nTo)) + B(r) 
(4.33 ) 
For impulse response models, the prediction of the plant output at instant t -+ To \iith 
parametric and temporal uncertainties description is @ven by 
A--1 
ht To) = ~ ( g r n , ) u ( i  - iTo) To + 6 j  ( I  + T.) 
i=o 
and for bounded control signal u, which is generally the case in practical applications, the 
maximum and minimum limits for the plant output prediction uncertainty are 
4.5.2 Global uncertainfies for spline models 
When the FIR is approximated by sphe polynomials, the plant mode1 parameters g 
become the sarnples at the knots and the control signai z i  becomes the pseudo control 
signai. As described earlier in this chapter. the predicted plant output as a function of the 
samples at the hots is given by? 
Following the analysis of global uncertainties descnïed for NPMs, it is possible to 
obtaùi an expression that relates the gIobd uncertaïnties of the spline models as a fllnction 
of the uncertainties of the sarnples at the hots. 
4-5.2-1 Theorern 4.2: 
Let the plant output prediction be given by Equation (4.39). Let the spline mode1 So be 
expressed as a function of its uncertain@ & as follows: 
Then, the maximum and miniuiurn of plant output prediction global uncertauities are 
8 = mi-n O&LI,(r) To -
t - 0  .%, (4.41 ) 
and 
8 = max Bs,n&(r) To 
Lo .Q*' 
Proof 
We prove this theorem by following the analysis of the global uncmainties for WMs.  By 
anaiogy, and using (4.40) of the hypothesis, Expressions (4.34) and (435) are 
transformed into the expressions of the output predichon uith panunetric and temporal 
uncertairities in spline form 
f ir0) = (Sh, + B,) Uo(r) To 
&G(f + To) = Snr, Lro(l) + O(t + To) 
and for bounded pseudo control sipal Uo, what is general the case in practical 
applications, the maximum and minimum limits for the plant output prediction 
uncertainty in sphe fom are 
= min 4 Cl&) To 
Co - Qs,,, 
4.6 Muitirate sampfing systems 
In this subsection, the development of spline models for multirate sampling environrnents 
is presented. 
There are two ways to address plant output preâictio~i for variable sampling time: the 
first and more intuitive is based on the recovery of the weighting coefficients by means of 
the spline transform (Ostrander, 1971); the second is based on the concept of pseudo 
inputs and the sliding bots  technique. 
4.6.1 Recovery of the weighfrng coefficients 
Once the plant is mathematicalty represented by spline polynomials, the weighting 
coefficients g, are computed by the spline transfomi at the correspondiog time instants. 
These coefficients are used in the convolution Expression (4.1). 
4.6.2 Pseudo input approach 
This method is recommended when model identification is intendeci- The concept of 
pseudo input is a key stone component of the proposed teclmique and is used in the 
transformation of the spline model into an asynchronous model. 
The multirate sarnpling method b a s d  on the recovery of  the weigbtkg coefficients 
described in the prerious subsection assumes the possibili~ of  modifyuig the dimension 
of  the vectors and manices of the system model-controk. The pseudo input approach is 
recolnmended when the dimension of these vectors and matrices remain unchangai- 
4.6.2.1 Tirne matrices 
As showm earlier in this chapter, matrices Ta to Te are used to define the pseudo inputs in 
the spline rnodel. These matrices are expressed in ternis of the time instants at the sampled 
hots. Althougii the knots rernain unchanged, the sampling time To is no longer constarit. 
Then, time sequence mamces Ta to Te need to be modified. Let Ara, be the duration of 
the control action u. In a variable samplmg environment, the control signai vector UA is 
given by 
Under these conditions, the time series matrix Ta is d e f d  as 
Similar developrnent should be followed for impulse vectors Uo to & and tirne sequence 
matrices Tb to Te. 
Chapter 5 
5. B-SPLINE NON-PARAMETRIC MODELS 
5.4 Introduction 
As uiciicated in Chapter 2, b-splines fonn the basis for al1 spline hctions.  in Chapter 4, 
the approximation of non-parametic models by rneans of spline polynomials has been 
deveioped. There is some similitude between the use of  spIine and b-spline fùnctions for 
the approximation of  non-pararnetnc models. The most important one is the reduction o f  
the modeis dimension, allowïng the application of traditional adaptive techniques. The 
resulting adaptive b-splhe mode1 (,-M), however, differs in the way it handles the 
rnodeling o f  processes with deadtirne. Additiondly, the concepts of  pseudo inputs and 
pseudo parameters have simplier and more compact fomdation. For these reasons, the 
use of b-spline rnodels have and advantage over their spline courrterparts, The compact 
formulation of b-spline models make thern suitable for the synthesis of M M 0  models. 
Commercial processes like steam generators (~Mehra et al., 1982), destii1ation columns 
@ichaeIt et al., 1978), fluid catalytic cracking and hydrocrackers (Garcia and Prett, 1986 
a d  Cutler and Hawlkns, 1988) and multi-effect evapotation qstems (Ricker et al., 1986) 
are some of the applications most commonly found in industry that may benefit h m  
MIMO b-spline models. Therefore, the development o f  modefs based on b-splines is a 
relevant practical topic. 
One of the drawbacks of the MPC with NPM is the derivation of the control law when 
the process dynamic changes. The tuning of the controller parameters needs to be 
addressed eveq time the mode1 is updated. As shown later in this chapter, the b-sphe 
d e l  presmts an alternative to on-line controller parameters tunmg. This on-line 
adaptive tuning is generalized to any type of MPC with hTM, whether they are based on 
b-spline fixnctions or not. The approach is extended to muitïrate sampled processes 
5.2 B-spline representation of the plant model 
5.2.1 Plant modei 
The b-spline model of a plant requises the sampling o f  the impulse or step time response 
in the same manner as in the clastical NPM methods. By conveniently selecting a reduced 
number of simples at time instants called knots, a set o f  b-splines are generated. As in the 
case of spiine rnodels, the lower the number of knots used for the b-spline mode4 the 
fmer the convergence rate of the estbates during the adaptation procesr On the other 
han& i f  the number of bots is too maü, it c m  result in a poor rnodeling ofthe plant. 
The application of the proposed technique requires the selection of the degree of the 
basis forrned by the b-splines. Sewnd degree b-splines are ben suited for this task maidy 
due to their superior approximation properties as compared to b-splines of lower order. 
Additionally, a higlier order b-spline mode1 reduces the need for a large number of hots. 
The b-sphes comply with the mathematicai properties describeci in Chapter 2. nie 
approximation by means of b-spiines of  a the F R  of a CSTR plant, is shown in Figure 
5-1. 
Figure 5.1: FIR of a CSTR given by g(î) and its b-spfine approximation, b(t). 
Figure 5.2: Set of b-splines that conf'orms the basis for b(t). 
The b-splines, h o t  sequences and basis used to approximaîe the NPM are shown in 
Figure 5.2. The b-spline basis o f  the model sbown in the above figure remains unchanged 
throughout the development of the proposed methoci, 
The development of the b-splines rnodel starts fkom the location of the ho t . ,  as s h o w  
in Figure 5.2 for a six-hot systern (M = 6). The set o f  b-splines are computed using the 
recursive algorithm described in Chapter 2. The coefficients for the Iinear combination of 
the b-splines are computed using the Schoenberg's process as described dso in Chapter 2. 
The expression of the b-spline rnodel of  a FIR has the form 
where g(r,) must be evaiuated at the midpoints between knots. 
Expression (5.1) indicates that the support o f  b is a basis of infinite b-sphes B: - Due 
to the fact that coritroi theory deals with causal systems, the summation in Expression 
(5.1) is restricted to O 5 i . On the other hand, the NPM are bas& on a finite time response 
model, as it is the case of the FIR. Then 
These Limitations explain the finite basis sliown in Figure (5.2). The truncation of the b- 
s p h e  basis is of  fündâmentai importance for the proper modeling of plants with  
deadtirne. 
5.2.2 Plant output pmdiction 
Having the plant mode1 in bspline forrn reduces the nmber of parameters to be 
estimated. Ody the coefficients g(q) given in Expression (5.1) need to be updated. As 
indicated earlier, only a lirnited numbw of b-splines are required as a basis for the 
approximation of g. Therefore, there are only M - 3 b-spiine coefncients g(r,) to be 
computed. Based on Equation (4.1) fiom Chapter 4, and negiecting the disturbances 
modeled by n, the prediction of the plant output using the b-spline Expression (5.1) has 
the fom 
5.3 Adaptive b-sptine mode1 
5.3.1 Fseudo input signal 
The b-splines B: in Expression (5.3) are affected by the seguence of input sipals u. 
Then, the plant prediction 3 is obtained by the cumulative effect o f  the input signal 
sequence u over each b-spline B,'. From Expression (5.3), the plant output prediction is 
computed as 
or, in compact form, 
ÿ(t + To) = G( t) l? U J l )  To 
with Cd?), a 1 by M - 3 vector of b-spline coefficients; l? , an M - 3 by A: rnatrïx of 
second order b-splines; and U,,. an N by 1 vector of present and past control actions. Let a 
pseudo input vector LJB be deGned as 
where superscript B is used to liighlight the fact that a b-sphe bans has been used to 
define tlus vector. Then, the plant output prediction is computed as 
Expression (5.7) represents the plant output predition based on the b-spline model. The 
b-spline madel represented by vector G(r) is cded  the adaptive b-sphe inodel (ABM). It 
has a dimension equal to M - 3 equal to the number of b-sglines that support the 
approximation of g. Notice that the elements of  vector G(?) are the sainples of  g at the 
mid-point baveen the bots; thereby, th? conforrn a set of pseudo parameters of the b- 
spline rnodel. 
5.32 Idenf#fcation 
Using the projection algorithm (PA) and the nomenclature given in Goodwin and Sin 
(1984), we c m  0bta.h estimates of the elements of G(7J. The estimation process requires 
the computation of the followïng: 
G(i i- 7-0) = G(r) + P KJB(OIT C ( I )  * + ueT(t) uE ( t )  
and 
Coefficient p determines the convergence rate, whereas coefficient q is requued to avoid 
singularities during computation, 
5.4 Contraller design method 
The design of a mode1 predictive controller is baseci on the future behavior of the process 
over the prediction horizon. Tbe design indudes a number of parameters which are 
adjusted to give the desired response as welI as an appropriated amount of coniroller 
effort When the process dynamic changes, it is necessary to retune the controller 
parameters, In theory, every time the internal mode1 is updated, the controller must be 
tuned to achieve a constant performance- The tuning of a predictive controller requires 
computationai effort, creatùig the need for a systematic approach to reduce this 
cornputaiion, 
5.4.1 Crifeïia for contmller design 
The prirnary objective of the controller is to detemine the sequence of control actions that 
minirrke the s u m  of the square devÏations of the predictive output fiom the reference 
trajectory, as well as the control effort. This objective is rnathematically expressed as 
where E, is a vector of predicted mors over the prediction horizon; Il; a vector of future 
control sequence over the control horizon; F*>, a weighthg matrix for predicted mors and 
WC, a weighting rnatnx for fùture control moves. Neglecting the rnodei-process mismatch, 
the emor vector E is expressed as 
with R, a vector of fuwe refermes and Y ,  a vector of predicted outputs. Then, the 
performance criterion (5.1 1) as a function of the reference tmjectory is given by 
. .  . Minirmzation of the performance criterion (5.13) leads to an expression for the 
optimal control law (see for instance Seborg el al., 1989)- Weighting matrices WE and WG 
are diagonal and, in practice, one of  theni is kept fixed while the 0th- is tuned to obtain 
the desired response, 
5-4.2 B-spline adaptive predictive con froller 
The performance criterion (5.13) is valid for any reference trajectoxy. In particular, it is 
valid for R = O. In this particular case: Expression (5.13) becomes 
The plant output prediction vector is espressed in t m  of the b-spline mode1 G(r) and 
the pseudo inputs C/B as described earlier in this chapta. Based on Expression (5.5): the 
fohwing auginented mairices are defined: 
a NF by Nppx M matrix with NI- equal to the prediction horizon; and 
a Arr,- x h.f by IV + Nt- - 1 matrix of b-spline bais functions, with N equal to the mode1 
NPM dimension (FR).  Then, Expression (5.14) is transfomed into 
By manipulation of the tïmspose operator, (5.17) is e'rpressed as follows: 
J(LJ)\,=, = 7 '0~( i ) '  B~(T'FV~~ÉT)BL~(~)TO + C J ( ~ ) ' ~ : U ( ~ )  
Expression (5.18) is the adaptive version of the performance criterion (5.14). The 
weighting matrix WE is affected by the b-spline coefficients that will adapt to changes of 
the process dynamic. 
5.4.2.1 Weighting rnatrix adaptation 
Let us consider a time-variant process at two différent time instances t ,  and t2. Form the 
controller standpoint, we are in the presence of different plants- Let ri and r2 be the 
matrices of b-spline mode1 coefficients at il and t2 respectively. Tt is interesthg to show 
how the weighting matrices FVE and Wu of  a predictive controUer have to be modified in 
order to maintain the same performance. To this en4 the process response to a sep 
reference is analyzed at these two tune instants. 
Let f ,  and f2 be the vectors of the plant output predictions for the process with the 
dynamics at time t ,  and ~2 respectively, subject to the sarne control action U. Figure 5.3 
shows a schematic representation of the t h e  response for a step reference with final plant 
output value equd to zero. 
Figure 5.3: Step time responses of the same process with changed dynamics. 
Figure 5.3 shows that the ciiffierence in time responses resuIt in differmt sequence of 
tracking errors given by Et. Equai performance of the contrulier at îïmes tl and fz requires 
that the performance criterion J(b? remains constant. Due to the fact that the same 
sequence of control rnoves U is applied to both pIants, obtaining a constant performance 
requïres that WE and Wu mua be rnodified- Tn practice, on1y one matriv is changed at a 
tirne, thercfore, the elements of WE are chosen as the tuning parameters. 
Denoting as Ji(W and jz(W the performance criteria for instants t l  and t2, the adaptive 
tuning of the controlla requires that 
for q u a i  U- Then, the foIlowing condition is derived 
Assurning that the controller is tuned at instant rl ,  F$52 is expressed as a function of the 
wrEi as foiIows: 
where the concept of  pseudo-inverse matnx introduced by Penrose (1956) has bem use& 
Fuaher reduction of  the Expression (5.2 1) is achieved by c o n s i d e ~ g  that 
and 
where I is the identity rnatrix of dimension A4 - 3 by M - 3 and g(6) are the b-spline 
coefficients defmed in Expression (5.1 ). Findly, the adaptive tuning law is witten as 
No& îhat the dimension M - 3 is sven by the nuniber of b-spline hctions that form the 
basis of the plant model. 
5.4.3 Generalked weighting r n a h  adaptation 
The concept of weighting matnx adaptation developed in the above s u b d o n  is a 
particular case of a teclmique that includes a larger clas of models, 
Let a hTM be represented by its FiR given by g of dimension N. This Wb1 can be 
approximated by a b-spline model. Let G(r) be the vector of coefficients o f  the b-spline 
bais. According to the Schoenberg's process raiewed in Chapter 2, the elements of G(r) 
are given by g evduated at the midpoints beh7een the bots. It is feasible to assign the 
value of the weighting coefficients of g to the elernents of Cdr), resdting in a b-spline 
coefficients vector of  dimension Ar. These coefficients arez in tenns, associateci to the b- 
spline basis that is the support for the approximation of g. Each b-spline requires the 
seIection of knots ihat, for consistency with the elements of G(7) defuied above, should be 
arbitrarily positioned aroind each samp1e of g. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic 
representation of  the steps folIowed in the generation of this b-spline basis. 
Figure 5.4: B-spline bans and FIR sampled data 
Under the conditions described above, the adaptive hming law given by Expression (5.24) 
is generalized as 
where the coefficients of the b-spline mode1 have been replaced by the samples of the 
FIR- Notice that the generalized weighting rnaû-k adaptation is independent of the b- 
s p h e  basis, therefore, it is valid for both b-spline models and non-b-spline models dike. 
5.4.4 Multirafe sampling envimnment 
The case of multirate samphg environment was first introduced in Chapter 4- When the 
plant FlR mode1 is approxïmated by b-slpïnes, the weighting coefficients c m  be 
recovered by interpolation. It is criticai to address, however, the tuning of weightuig 
matrices IV' and 1% 3 k  a change in the control sampling time. 
Wien the controller is initially tuned for the nominal sampling t h e  Ta, a decision is 
made in regards to the control and prediction horizons. These horizons play an important 
role in the performance of the predictive controller as reported in Seborg et al.,(1989) and 
l s e rmm cf al.,(I992). In general terms, the horizons are tuning paraneters that relate the 
effect of the control actions and the pIant output predictions uith respect to the open-loop 
time response. Therefore, the nominal FR of the nominal plant (Le. the FTR of the plant 
with samphg time To) is the sampling time invariant used as a reference to determine the 
new horizons wlien the sampling time is changed. From the analysis of Expression (5.1 1), 
it is clear that vectors E and U as well as matrices WE and WU- will change dimensions 
when the sampling time is changed, 
At first glance, it can be stated that the re-tuning of the weighting matrices WE and WU 
only requires the tmcation of the colurnns and rows beyond the new control and 
predictions horizons. The justification for this statement is that the change of sampling 
time does not change the dynarnic of the plant. However, one of the motivations for the 
change of sampling time is the reduction of the control action Then, the validity of the 
assurnption of the truncation of the weighting matrices remains to be proven. 
5.4.4.1 Proposition 5-1 
Let tfie weighting matrices H% and UE of the criterion performance 
be diagonal and of equal elements IVE and ur[; respectively. Let two distinct samphg times 
To and Tl,  produce two performance criteria J&U) and Ji(U). Let also Ark0 and Nn be 
integer numbers representing the prediction horizons of the plant output for each sampling 
the .  Similarly, Iet & and ArbT be integer numbers representing the control actions 
horizons for each sampling time. Let us impose the following conditions to the ssunpling 
time and horizons: 
Then, equal performance criteria for both sampling tùnes requires that 
Proof 
In regards to the expression for the performance criterion (5.27), it is possible to evaiuate 
J(U) for the case that the plant and controUer are m steady state with two diffmat 
sampling times- Given the fact &at the sampling time does not affect the response of the 
system controüer-plant in steady state, the same mismatch occurs between the reference 
trajectory and the plant output for sarnphg times To or Tl. Then, the elements the error 
the vector E are constant and qua1 for both sampling times- Additionally? the control 
actions given by the elements of U are also constant and equal for both sampling times. 
nierefore. the performance criteria for the contrder with sampling times To and Tl in 
steady state are @ven by 
and 
Expressions (526)  and (5.27) are simplified as follows: 
and 
The horizons of the plant output prediction and the control actions for each sarnpling tirne 
are related by Expression (5.28) of  the hypothesis. For equal pertbxmance criteria &(Cl)  
and JI(U), the combination of  Expressions (5.28), (5.32) and (5.33) renilts in 
Expression (5.34) shows that the re-tuning of the controller weighting mahices If5 and Wu 
is passible by changing their dimensions. This conclusion stems i?om the fact that ody 
the relative weight between the elements of i r p ~  and i v ~  is relevant in the minimiZation of 
Expression (5.27). Tneq imposing the condition i i ? ~ ~  = itwc2to the elements of the control 
action weighting matnx detemiines that WEO = wkl for equally tuned controilers. Therefore, 
the change of the dimension of WE and WC does not &éct the pdormance of the 
conîroller for different sampbg times. 
Remark 5.1 
When condition (5.28) does not apply, that is 
T - I; 4 . .  and =Nue 
are not integers, Expession (5.34) gives only approximated controller performances. 
5.5 Processes with deadtime 
Deadtirne estimaiion is a critical factor during the development of a plant model. Errors in 
the estimation of the deadtime generate stmctured uncertainties that a e c t  ovedl 
performance of the controller. Results fiom simdations (Camacho and Bordons, 1999) 
have shown that for small plant deadtimes, the stability of the system controller-plant is 
guatanteed for models with large deadtime errors. However, for processes with deadtimes 
in the order of ten t h e  steps only a model mor of one step is allowed. It can be said, that 
good deadtime estimation is firndamental because, for errors larger than one time step 
unit, the system can become unstable if the deadtime is high, 
From the point of view of the robust andysis (hforari and Zafïrioy 19891, the robust 
stabiliw is af5ected only by the deadtime error but not by the absolute value of the 
deadtime. On the other hand, for robust performance, both, the deadtime error and the 
absolute valsle have to be considered. 
5-52 B-spline models wjfh deadffme 
The representation of non-parametric models by b-splines allows the adaptation of the 
mode1 to changes of the process deadtime. Conveniently s e t b g  the set of bots that 
define the location of the b-splïne basis, the deadtime is estùnated as a parameter. in 
Chapter 6, the performance of the ABM for a plant with variable deadtime is studied. 
5.6 Global uncertainties for b-spline models 
The impact of model uncertainties in the plant output prediction is andyzed in this 
section. The methodology foliowed in Chapter 4 is used here to obta6i an espression for 
the global uncertainties in the presence of b-spli. models, 
Based on Expression (4.41), the prediction of the plant output using b-splines when 
model uncertainties are considered takes the form 
By making the analogy to the spline model uncertainties given in Expressions (4.42) 
and (4_43), the b-spline model uncertainties are detemineci by computing the followving 
expressions: 
where BG denotes the uncertainties in the evduation of the b-spline coefficients, 
5.7 B-spline models for MlMO systems 
The results obtained ui tbis chapter for the approximation of hTM usig b-spiines are 
extended to multiple-input multiple-output (MMO) systems, by using the pruicipIe of 
superposition (Seborg et al., 1989)- For a system having two inputs and two outputs, the 
b-spline MIhfO mode1 becornes 
:] [y:::] 
where 9, and 2, denote the prediction of the plant outputs; 14, and uz. the plant inputs and 
G, Cr) the b-spiime coefficient sub-matrices. Notice that in this particular case7 the same b- 
spline basis is used for both input sigals, that is, they share the same knots sequence. 
Chapter 6 
6. SIMULATION OF A CSTR 
In this chapter, the spline and b-spline techniques are tested The process chosen for the 
simulation is a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). 
6.1 Continuous stirred tank reactor 
To illustrate the performance of the proposed adaptive techniques, let us consider the W- 
order, exotherrnic, irreversible ration A+B that is camed out in a weii mixed CSTR 
(Uppal et al, 1974) shown in Figure 6.1. 
Figure 6.1 : Simplified diagram of a CSTR, 
nie system consists of a constant-volume reactor that is cooled by a single coolant stream. 
The objective is to control the effluent concentration from the tank by manipulating the 
cooling jacket temperature. The process mode1 consists of hKo nonlinear ordinary 
differential equaîions (NDE), demibing thc materiaI and energy balances. These 
equations are 
The state y stands for the composition, and x2 denotes the temperature. The manipulated 
variable is the cooling jacket temperature y, As opposed to the case midy reported by 
Piovoso et a/. (1 992), the composition y is assumed measurable. 
6.1.7 Plant parameters 
The parameters used in the simulation are: Da = 0.072, y = 20.0, B = 8.0, and j3 = 0.3. 
These parameters are dimensionless variables described by Uppal et al (1974) and they 
are related to the material and energy coefficients of the CS= The value seiected for 
these parameters coincide with those chosen by Hen- and Seborg (1997). 
6.2 Non-parameaic model 
For the present d y s i s ,  a sampling time To of 0.1 time uni& is selected- The CSTR 
impulse tirne response is obtained by increasing the cooling jacket temperature y, in 10 
units durhg one sample. Solving simdtaneously Equations (6.1) and (6.2) we arrive to 
the FIR that is shown in Figure 6.2, for two diffèrent values of the Damkohler number 
(Da)- 
Tirrie 
Figure 6.2: CSTR FIR for two different Damkohler numbers (Da). 
Table 6.1 shows the convolution mode1 coefficients (g) for O I f I 10 and To = 0.1. 
Table 6.1: Impulse response coefficients for To = 0.1, 
instant axfficients instant coefficients instant coefficients mstant caeficients 
6.3 Spline plant mode! 
in this section, a sphe  fhctions based model of the CSTR is developed using the 
guidelines d d e d  in Chapter 4. The plant model in sphe  fonn is obtained by sampling 
the F R  that is shown in Figure 6-2 (D, = 0.072). The bots  and the samples of the F R  at 
these bots are Listed in Table 6.2. The interpolating polynomials coefficients are listed in 
Table 6.3. 
Table 6.2: CSTR - ETR samples a .  the knots 
- -- 
mots O 2.0 4 -0 6 .O 8.0 10 
Samples 0.0000 0.0250 0.0137 0.0056 0.0021 0.0007 
Table 6.3: InterpoIating splines coefficients 
6.3-1 Plant output prediction 
In order to compare the performance of the traditional NPM and the ASM a series of tests 
are perfomed for differmt plant conditions. 
6.3.1, Non-linear time invanant case (NTI) 
The CSTR is excited wïth a train of cooling jacket step referaces. The performance of 
the non-paramettic mode1 (NPM) and the spüne adaptive mode1 (MM) are cornpareci in 
Figure 6.3. From this figure, it becomes clear thai both, the NPM and ASM, have good 
performance for one step ahead prediction and there are no distinguishable differences. 
Figure 6.3: Plant output prediction of NPM and ASM compareci to the NDE for a 
sequence of coolhg jacket temperaime changes (* 10%). 
To detexmine the correction effort made by both models, Equation (4.3) is evduated 
at e v q  time step and the r d t s  are plotid The resulu are vinialized in Figure 6.4, fiom 
where we conclude that the correction effort due to mode1 niiçmatch is larger for the NPM 
than the ASM, whïch is practically zero. 
O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Tim e 
Figure 6.4: Correction effort made by both, the NPM and ASM for one step ahead 
predic tion 
The model-process mismatch affects Iong-term prediction for multiple steps horizons, 
Therefore, the ASM proves to have superior prediction capabilities in this case of NTI 
processes. Notice that the mode1 requires asymmetric prediction correction for the NPM; 
this is the result of the noalinear behavior of the CSTR. The srnaller correction effort of 
the ASM, as compared to the NPM, is due to the adaptation of the so called pseudo 
parameters. The time variation of these pseudo parameters is shown in Figure 6.5. 
Figure 6.5: Estimation of the spline coefficients or pseudo parameters of the ASM for a 
NT[ process- 
As descn'bed in Chapter 4, the rate of convergence and sensitivity of the adaptation 
process is determined by the coefficient p. Convergence of the estirnates on the ASM is 
subject to the limitations imposed to the PA for classicd mo&k (MiUer 1997). 
6.3.1 -2 Non-linear tirne variant case ( M V )  
The CSTR is excited with a squence of changes in the jacket cooLing temperature; this 
tirne, however, the Damkohïer number Da is slowly reduced at a rate of 0.1% per sample. 
The prediction capability of the MM, as compared to the NPM, for a total reduction of 
50% in the Damkohler number Da is shown in Figure 6-6. 
Figure 6.6: Plant output preàiction of NPM and ASM compared to the NDE, for a 
sequence of cooling jacket temperature changes and a slow change of the Damkohter 
number Da. 
Tt becomes clear fkom Figure 6.6 that the mode1 mismatch of the NPM degrades the 
prediction capabilities when sudden changes occur in the control variable. However, the 
prediction capabilities reappear once the process is in steady m e .  An exptanation of this 
phenornenon is that the prediction correction of the NPM given by Expression (4.3) 
addresses rnodel offsets but ignores d y n h c  mismatches. This is the îde-off to be 
considered when the simplicity of the NPM is preferred as opposed to more complex 
rnethods. Notice that the reduction of die DarnkOhler number Da affects the amplitude o f  
the plant step response. This explains why Figures 6.3 and 5.6 differ in the amplitude of 
the plant output t h e  response. 
The adaptation of the pseudo parameters (simiples at the knots) of the ASM is shown 
in Figure 6.7. This adaptation allows the superior prediction perfomance of the ASM as  
compared to the NPM. 
Fign re 6.7: Convergence of the estimates of the spline coefficients or pseudo parameters 
of the ASM for a NTV plant, 
6.4 B-spline plant mode1 
The b-spline mode1 of the plant is obtained by samphg the FIR of the CSTR shown in 
Figures 6.2 (D, = 0,072) and following the steps describeci in Chapter 5 .  The results are 
shown in Figure 6.8 and Listed in Table 6.4. 
Figure 6.8: Set of B-splines that confom the basis for b(t). 
TabIe 6.4: Knots sequence and b-spline coefficients. 
6-4. i Plant ou@& predic6on 
6.4.1 -1 Non-linear tirne invariant case (NTI) 
The CSTR is excited with a train of coohg jacket step referençes. The performance of 
the non-parametric model (NPM) and the b-spline adaptive model (ABM) are compared 
in Figure 5.9. From this figure, it becomes clear that both, the NPM and ABM, have good 
prediction peiformance for one step ahead in the time sequence and there is no 
distinguishable ciifferences betweefl thern. 
Figure 6.9: Plant outputy (NDE) cornpareci to plant output prediction 9 (NPM and 
6.4.1 -2 Non-linear time variant case (NT\/) 
The CSTR is excited with a sequence of changes in the jacket cooling temperature; this 
time, however, the D d O h l e r  number Da is reduced in 80% of its original value, The 
prediction capability of the ABM, as compared to the NPM, for a reduced DaLnkohier 
nimiber Da is shown in Figure 6-10. This figure shows that the ABM predicts the plant 
output with minimum error, h a v e  superior performance than the NPM 
Figure 6.10: Plant output prediction performance for 80% reduction of Da. 
6.4.2 Plant wifh deadfime 
A deadtime of five times To is introduced in the sirnulated CSTR plant M e n  the 
iddcat ion of the plant is initiated, the ABM undergoes a parameter adaptation process 
that r ed t s  in a shifhg of the F R  as shown in Figure 6, IL, 
Figure 6.11: Deadtirne identification by the ABM rnodeL 
W e  see in Figure 6-1 1 the abiiiîy of the mode1 to adjust to the new environment wirh 
process deadtime. The b-sp1ïne coefficients undergo the transformation depicted in Figure 
6-12. 
Figure 6.12: Convergence of the estimates when a process deadthne is introduced. 
It becornes clear f?om Figures 6.1 1 and 6.12 that the proper selection of the bots as well 
as the number of b-spline basis is a critical issue. 
Figure 6.13 shows the improved performance of the ABM model compared to the 
NPM when the pIant presents variations on the deadtime and the coefficient Da 
simultaneously. 
Figure 6.13: NDE, hTM and ABM performances &et the introduction of a deadtime in 
the CSTR model and a change of the Da. 
Figure 6-13 clearly shows how the presence of process deadtirne seriously affects the 
prediction performance of the MM. On the other hand, the ABM closely predicts the 
plant output @IDE). 
6.5 8-spline adaptive predicüve controller 
In this simulation., the theory of the b-spline adaptive predidve controller is testeci. The 
controller is initially tuned with the set of parameters listed in Table 6.5. An integrd 
action is also added to the coneoller to cornplete the design, 
Table 6.5: Predictive controuer parameters. 
- - -  - - -- 
Parameter Setting 
.. . .. - . 
NU i 
N F  10 
WE I : identity rnatrix 
wu 0.02 1 
6.5. -1 Control of a time varying process 
The simulation of the plant-predictive controller system for Da = 0.072 resdt in the 
trachg time response shown in Figure 6.14. When the Damkohler number is set at 80% 
of its original value, the tracking capabilities of the predictive controller are significantly 
degraded as concluded firom the analysis of Figure 6-15. The change in the process 
dynamics captured by the controller intemal mode1 (a b-spline mode1 in this case), 
substantially affects the performance of the controller. Figure 6.16 shows the improved 
pedorrnance of the plant-predictive controUer system when a b-sphe adaptive predictive 
controller is used, In this case, the weighting mairix of the prediction errors WE is re-tuned 
f?om WÉ=Ito WE=4.8 1. 
Figure. 6-14: Predicbve controlIer tracking for Da=O -072, 
Figure 6.15: Predictive controiler tracking for 0,4.0576. 
Figure 6.16: Predictive controlier tracking for -.O576 and adaptive b-spline 
technique. 
6.5.2 Confrol of a pmcess subject to rnuItiraie sampling 
The performance of the predictive controller under a variable sampling environment is 
tested in this simulation. A classical NPM and a b-spline mode1 are used as the 
controller's intemal model. 
The predictive controller described in the previous subsection is used to track a train of 
step signals. When the controller sampling tirne matches the design sampling tirne, both 
internai rnodels perfïorm adequately as shown in Figure 6.17. When the sampbg time is 
set to 1.5 To, the performance of the predictive controller based on the NPM is poorer 
thau the b-sphe model, The tracking response shown in Figure 6.18. The pdonnance of 
the controller based on the NPM is degrading as the sampling time deviates fiom Tu as 
shown in Figure 6.19. 
The poorer performance of the NPM. is explained by the andysis of the convotution 
Expression (4.1). W h m  a change in the sampbg rate occurs, the sequence of control 
actions u(t) are not longer following the sequence of weighting coefficients of the FIR. As 
the sampling rate deviates more and more ftom the nominal (design sampling rate), the 
mismatch increases. 
Figure 6.17: fredictive controller tracking for sampling time To. 
Figure 6.18: Preditive controller tracking for sarnpling tirne 1.5 To. 
Time 
Figure 6.19: Predictive controiler tracking for sampling thne 2To. 
6.5.3 General~ed weighfrng rnam adaptation 
A more precise result is obtained when the adaptation of the weightiug mat& WE is 
computed using the generalized v d o n  of the weighhg matrix adaptation described in 
Chapter 5.  The resuit is WÉ = 4.96 1, as compared to 4-8 1 obtauied earlier. 
Chapter 7 
7. SPLINE FUNCTlONS FOR THE ANALYSE OF ELECTRIC 
ARC FURNACES 
In this chapter, the ciassical analysis for the optimal operation of electric arc h a c e s  
(EAFs) is reviewed and the problem of wavefonns distortion is presented. The concept of 
insîantaneous phasors descriid by Nabae and Tanaka (1996) is used to verity the 
wavefom shape preserving property. This property is the starting point for the 
reconstruction of voltage and current sipds using the spline fùnctions technique. The 
optimal operation of EAFs based on spline functions is proposed. A hybrid technique that 
combines instanîaneous phasors and spline fhctions is developed at the end of the 
chapter. 
in classicai circuit theory, voltage and current signais are o h  related to the ideal 
sinusoiciai waveforms. in the presence of signai distortions, Fourier anaiysis is used to 
determine harmonies content, that is, the non-siousoidd signal is expressed as a hear 
combination of an infinite set of sinusoiciai signais each one with distinct fiequency, The 
Fourier senes c m  desmie any periodic h c t i o n  that is well behaved to an arbitrary 
precision, However, the Fourier series have no predictive value because diey are a 
representation of the signais at a specific t h e  (Ochs et al., 1986). 
Voltage and curent waveforrns can be mathematidiy approximated by mean of splhe 
fhctions. Once a mathematical expression of the signais is obtainpd, it is possible to 
predict the performance of the circuit a -  a diKerent operating point This is particularly 
important for the optimization of circuits with nonlinear componentç. 
In this chapter, the operation of electric arc k n a c e s  (EAF) is analyzed based on the 
spline approximation of the phase voltage and current waves. With the signais represmted 
in spline form, an optimal operathg point of the EAF is predictd- 
7-1.7 Description of EAFs 
The efectric arc fumace may be described as a process machine in which materials can be 
submitted to high temperature by the dissipation of enefgy fiom an electric arc. Figure 7.1 
shows a schematic representation of a three phase EAF. ,4 single line diagram of the 
electrical circuit is shown in Figure 7.2. 
Figure 7.1: Schematic represrrntation of a three phase EAF. 
The design of the EAF has remained alrnost unchanged since it was introduced at the 
end of the nineteen centilry (Stadïeld, 19 14, S h s ,  1963 and Layt, 198 1). Although in 
recent years, a DC version of the h a c e  has been inîroduced (Vemacke and Fehn, 1994) 
where the arc is generated by a single electrode excited with DC voltage. 
Figure 7.2: Single line diagram of the EAF electncd circuit. 
The operaihg characteristics of an EAF are determineci by the design of its secondary 
circuit, which consists of a transfonner, bus bars connecting the transfonner to flexible 
cables, the flexible cables, bus tubes mounted on the electrodes arms, electrode contacts 
pads and the electrodes. Some EAFs are equippd with a series reactor to improve 
regdation- The electrode regdaor, or e l e o d e  position control system maintains the 
average secondary cwent, voItage and power at predetermined values. At the sarne t h e ,  
it controls the insbntaneous m e n t  during scrap melting in order to limit the size and 
duration of m e n t  surges. 
Tdtionally, the arc b a c e  contxol is based upon phase impedance whereby the 
phase secondary current and voltage are mea~u~ed ither directly or uidirectly and the two 
compare& Any varÏation produces a .  error signal which initiates movement of the 
electrode driven mechanism such that the ratio between voltage and current is restored by 
varyhg the arc length. The measured secondary voltage approximates the arc voltage and 
thus the tenn arc impedance control c m  also be applied to this system. Some 
manufacturers have introduced additional dgorithms into their regulators to cornpensate 
for the effects of secondary circuit impedance on the voltage when meaçured at the 
transformers, and have thus corne closer to a truc arc impedance conrrol. Other systems of 
controI are current control, arc power control and power factor control. Recently, neural 
networks and fuzzy Io& techniques have been used to contt~ol electrode positioning- 
7- 7-2 Electnc arc characteristic 
Due to its nonlinear nature, an accurate mathematical mode1 of an electnc arc is complex 
(Persson and Bliss, 1994; f ioop,  1998) and, in general, no attempt is made to use it for 
electrode positioning. However, there are some important properties of the el&c arc 
that should not be overlooked as bdicated by Beiiido and G6mez (1996). In the first 
place, the voltage-current characteristic of the arc is negative (Sims, 1963). This is 
particularly important for the selection of the EAF operathg point- Even though there is a 
theoretical optimal point (maximum active power deployed at the tips of the electndes), ii 
may not be feasible to operate the fiiniace at thax optimal because the stabiiity of the arc 
could be compromised. Secondly, there are mechanical constraints not adclressed in this 
woik such as heat transfer and refkctory Wear. The heat delivered by the arc may damage 
the h a c e  shield because the limited capabilines of the cooling system to conîrol the 
temperature of the jacket (Celada, 1995). This effect is taken into consideration when 
lirnits to the Iength of the arc are imposed as process constraints. 
The main objective of this work is the optùnization of the electrical operation o f  arc 
fiunaces. The results obtauied fiom the electrical analysis of the h a c e  shodd be 
considered as a building block in the optirnization of the h a c e  Eom an overd1 point o f  
view. 
In this work, a simplifieci electrical mode1 of the EAF is used. The single phase model 
show in Figure 7.3 is excited with the supply voltage e at the point of  common coupling 
(PCC). This voltage is considered fixed and perfectly sinusoidal- The voltage 1: is applied 
to the load side of the transformer. The system transformer-reactor is modeled as a 
lurnped reactance X, , the fiunace reactance (included connetion cables and busses) is 
modeled by XI and the arc is modeled by a variable nonlinear resistance Ra. The furnace 
curent is represented by i- 
Figure 73: EAF pet- phase elecîrical model . 
The c1assical andysis of EAFs is added to the present chapter for reference purposes. 
TraditionaIly, the optimal operation of an EAF is detemiined based on the rrns value of 
the voltages and cments measured at the PCC. With the classical approach, the simp1ified 
electrical mode1 of  the EAF shown in Figure 7.3 is excited with sinusoidal signds, bat is, 
e(f), if) and i(f) are perfedy sinusoidal and theU Eistantaneous values are given by 
with 0 the phase angle between e(f)  and i(t); # the phase angle between v(t) and i(t); w 
the wave fiequency scaled by Zn: E, V and I are îhe mis. values of e(t), v(t) and i(t) 
respectively, given by 
T is the voltage and current wave Zength measured in degrees and rn stands for measmeci 
value. 
7.2.7 Maximum active power 
The main objective in the operation of  an EAF is to maximize the active power delivaed 
to the load at the lowest operating cost- Losses in the h a c e  occur at the transformer and 
series reactor windings and the cormecting cables. They are proportionalfy related to the 
square of the h a c e  load current. This explains the need to maximise the active power 
deployed at the tips of the electrodes. 
By dehition, the active power P supptled to a load (Rarnshaw, 1993) is given by 
When the andysis of the operation of the EAF assumes sinusoïdal signds, a maximum 
active power at the tips of the electrodes is found by matchhg the arc resistance Ra to the 
h a c e  total reactance X (maximum power tramfer theorem ). Then 
X = R, 
( 7-8 ) 
see for instance Paul et al., 1992 
In this ideal sinusoiciai environment, the arc resistance Ra is Iinear and given by the arc 
Iength, that is, the Iarger the arc is, the larger the resistance imposed to the h a c e  circuit. 
To detemuiie the finnace power factor, the following expression is used: 
Therefore, the given by Expression (7.8) implies that 
PF = 70.71 % or Q = 45 deg 
( 7-11 ) 
Typically, EAFs are operated with a power factor close to 71%. A power factor 
instrument is used to operate at this theoretical optimal. The rms current is adjusted 
accordingly by positioning the electrodes with respect to the surface of the bath, thereby 
makiug & approximately equal to X- 
7.2.2 EAF active power characteristic 
The active power characteristic of an EAF is given by the cornplete range of theoretically 
achievable b a c e  currents. The active power characteristic of an EAF with hear 
components and sinusoicial signals is shown in Figure 7.4 paylor and Custer, 1985). 
Figure 7.4: EAF active power characteristic in p.u. 
The diagram is obtained by solving simultaneously the following elementary expressions: 
and 
The di- cIearIy shows the current value needed to obtain maximum active power, 
that in te-, corresponds to the optimal power factor, 
7.3 Non-sinusoidal wavefonns 
A considerable error arises in the anaiysis of EAF because arc voltages and currents are 
non-sinusoidal, whereas the traditional techniques are based upon sinusoidal quantities 
(Schwabe, 1954). During melt down, the wave shape of the voltage and cum.t is 
constantly vaxyïng. Figure 7-5 shows the voltage and current tmjectories taken at the PCC 
on a 30 MW, 3 phase EAF. 55th the highly-distorted currmt and voltage wave shapes 
shown, the heat delivered to the arc h a c e  is appreciably less than the caIcuIaîed fiom 
the equaîions developed in the previous section. 
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Figure 7.5: Voltage and current waves taken fiom a 30 MW, 3 phase EAF 
The arcs also give some rectification, so the two haives of the voltage and cunent waves 
are not identical. This produces an effect *valent to a DC component which may not be 
considered in the traditional andysis. To lirnit the reflection of the cu~ent distortions to 
the primary side, the transfomers for EAFs are chosen with the load side winduigs in 
delta connection. Due to the unbalance characteristics of the load, the use of a transformer 
with windings in delta connection is required. 
A different vfew of the distortions found in the voltage and current wave shapes is 
shown in Figure 7.6, where the rneasurements have been taken at the secondary side of a 
58 MW, 3 phase EAF at Slater Steel in Hamilton, Ontario. 
Figure 7.6: Voltage and current waves taken fiom a 58 MW, 3 phase EAF- 
As the measurernent are taZren doser to the e l e d c  arc, the wave distortions are more 
evident. 
7.3.1 Instanfaneous phasors 
Recently, instantaneous phasors have been introduced for power qriality rnonito~g and 
diagnostics (Nabae and Tanaka, 1996)- The irajectory of the instantaneous phasors 
indicates how close the signals are to the ideal sinusoida1 waveforms. The roundness of 
the trajectory is an indication of the power quality. This roundness is a function of the 
circuit parameters, therefore, the trajectory of the instantaneous phasors has a repetitive 
pattern for circuits with constant parameters. According to Nabae and Tanalia, the 
instantaneous voltage phasor V-snt phasor I+rve power phasor Ppi.poC) appareut 
power phasor Sd-, and power factor cos 4 for a three-phase system are given by 
where Y, and Y, are the iostantaneous phase voltages fiom phase A, B and C, 
respectively; and i ,  ib and i, are the instantaneous load currents fkom phase 4 B and C,  
respectively- 
7.3.2 W a v e - p ~ s e ~ i n g  pmpedy of the voltage and cumnt signals 
The spline approximation technique that is developed in this chapter relies on the 
assurnption that the optimal phase angle is constant throughout the meIting and reking 
stages. This assumption implies the existence of a wave-presemïng property, that is, the 
amplitude of the waves change but their shape remain approximately constant for small 
changes in the phase angle. The aswmption is based on the fact that the components of 
the h a c e  do not change during the kat except for the resistance of the arc. It dso 
assumes that the fiiniace Ioad does not suffer significant dteration, f?om the electrical 
point of view, when the charges are made during the refining process. 
7.3.2-1 T h e  series based analysis 
Although this technique is not used in this work, the t h e  series analysis of the data 
samples is a more rigorous approach to prove the wave-preserving property of the voltage 
and current signals. When the data samples (called tirne series) exhr'bit some sort of 
regularity over time, the series is cded statiomry- When the probabilistic behavior of a 
i for any time series i ,  , 1% , - , i, is identical to that of the shified set i ,i*k, i i-, - - ,<,-, 
collection of hme points r,, r2, ..., t k ,  for any number k = 1, 2, ..., mc! any shift h = 0, 1, 
2, . .. , we say thai the senes is strictly stationary. 
In the thne series conte* the masure of the wave-preserving property of the voltage 
and current signals is given by the auto-correlation fiinction, as shown in Shumway and 
Stoffer (2000). 
7.3.2.2 instantaneous phasors based analysis 
Although the use of instantaneaus phasors to show the wave-preserving property of the 
voltage and current signals is not as rigorous as the time series based analysis, it provides 
additionaï information regarding the power quaiity characteristics of the EAF. Therefore, 
we have chosen to pursue the instantaneous phasors brtsed analysis to ver@ the 
repetitiveness of the signals. 
To test this repetitiveness hypothesis, we set up a field test with two different units: a 3 
phase - 40 MW h a c e  a d  a 3 - phase 58 MW unit. Samples of the phase voltages and 
currents are obtained at a samphg rate of 0.08ms. Tite simples are taken at different 
stages of the heac thereby all possii1e states of the arc are captureci. With the sampled 
data, the ïnstantaneous phase voftages and cuxrmts are computed using the expressions 
@ven in the previous subsection. The instântaneous phasors are plotted in polar d i q p m s  
as a h c t i o n  of the electricai angle of the firndaniental component of the wavefoms. 
7.3.3 Field test 7.7 
7.3.3.1 Trajectory of the instantaneous phasors 
Figures 7.7 a, b and c show the resdts of the test performed at the PCC of a 3 phase - 40 
MW EAF to detemine the quality of the voltage and current signals as well as the shape 




Figure 7.7a: Trajectory of the current and voltage instantmeous phasors during the 
meltdown process. 
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Figure 7.7~: Trajectory of the current and voltage instantaneous phasors durhg the 
charging process. 
7.3.3.2 Anafysis of the Trajectory of the instantaneous phasors 
The trajectory of the hsbntaneous phasors shown in Figures 7.7a and b depict a very 
repetitive pattern fiom cycle to cycle. Bo&, the voltage and cmeut instantaneous phors  
present a predictable trajectov even though the electric arc is a highly nonlinear load The 
trajectory of the voltage instantaneous phasor presents a more circdar shape, suggesting 
the lower content of harmonies in its wavefom compared to the current wavefom. 
When a charge is made (for the refinùlg of the bath), the distortion of the cment 
waveform is higher as suggested by the diagram sbown in Figure 7-7c- The assumption of 
shape preserving property does not hold during this part of the kat. 
7.3.4 Field tesi 7.2 
Figure 7.8 to 7.10 show the resuits of the test perfonned at the load side of a 3 phase - 58 
MW EAF to determine the quality of the voltage and currait signals as weU as the shape 
preserving characteristics of the waveforms- 
7.3.4.7 Trajectory of the instantaneous phasors during the rnelt down stage 
Smples were taken at the end of the melt down stage and time stamped for cornparison 
purposes. 
Current Phasor 
Figure 7.8a: Trajectory of the current and voltage insbntaneous phasors at the end of the 
meltdown process (Time 9:2 1:36). 
Figure 7.8b: Trajectory of  the current and voltage instantaneous phasors at the end of the 
meltdown process (Tirne 9:22:05). 
7.3.4.2 Analysis of the trajectory of the instantaneour phasors during the 
rneltdown process 
The trajectones of the voltage and current instantanmus phasors s h o w  in Figures 7.8a 
and b are more repetitive than the trajectories show in Figures 7.7s and b for the same 
part of the kat stage. One of the reasons that explah the improved repeatability of the 
trajectones is the well known fact that the larger the fumace the more stable is the arc. l+ic 
other reason is the less harmonics content &at the waveforms have compared to the 
trajectories of the h a c e  mtdied in the previous test The lower harmonics content of the 
waveforms is made evident by the more cïrcular tmjedory shown in Figures 7.8.a and b as 
compared to Figures 7.7a and b- 
7.3.4.3 Trajectory of the instantaneous phasors during the first charge 
Samples were taken at the time of the f k t  charge and lime stamped for cornparison 
Figure 7.9a: Trajectory of the ~ment and voltage instantaneous phasors at the time of the 
f ist  charge (Tirne 9:58:32). 
Figure 7-9 b: Trajectory of the curent and voltage instantaneous phasors during the fÜst 
charge ( T h e  9:59:01). 
Figure 7.9~:  Trajectory of the current and voltage instantanmus phasors after the first 
charge (Time 10:00:26). 
7.3.4.4 Analysis of the trajedory of the instantaneous phasors during the first 
charge 
The trajectories of both, the voltage and current insumtaneous phasors are affectecl by the 
chmgiug process. Figures 7.9% b and c show evidence of the increased hannonic 
component as weiï as an on-going chaotic behavior of the el-c arc. However, as it is 
made evident fkom the analysis of the time stamps dong the samples, the shape preserving 
property of the waveforms is recovered won &er the transient (Figure 7.9~). 
7.3.4.5 Trajectory of the instantaneous phasors dunng the second charge 
Finally, samples were taken at the time of the second charge and time stamped for 
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Figure 7.10a: Trajectory o f  the curent and voltage instantâneous phasors at the time of 
the second charge (Time 10: 15:33). 
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Figure 7.lOb: Trajectory of the current and voltage instantaneous phasors during the 
second charge (Tirne 10:15:53). 
Figure 7.1 1c: Trajectory of the current and voltage instantaneous phasors after the second 
charge ( T h e  10:I6:22). 
7.3.4.6 Anatysis of the trajectory of the instantaneous phasors during the 
second charge 
SiniiIarly to the case of the f k t  charge, the trajectories the voltage and current 
instantaneous phasors are affecteci by the charging process. However, Figures 7.1 Oa, b and 
c show a l e s  severe transient probably due to the malier volume of the charge (the 
second charge is a fine adjustment of the refhing initiated with the f h t  charge). 
7.4 Spline approximation of current and voltage wavefonns 
7.4.7 Detemination of the op fiinal number of knots per cycle and fheir location 
7.4-1 -1 Selecüon of the optimal nurnber of knots 
The Iarger the number of b o t s  per cycle, the betta the reconstniction of the original 
signal is. There is no limitation on the maximum number of ho t  apart fÎom the fact that 
the compIexity of the computations increases with the total number of samples. 
Additionally, there is a limitation imposed by the sampling device. Aithough it is comrnon 
to find sampling devices that have hi& sampling rate (>IO0 kHz), they are, in general, 
stand done uni& that requue integration witti the controller. 
In order to develop a technique that can be used in the lower-end range of controUas 
(for instance PLCs), there exists the need to limit the number of samples per cycle, thai is, 
the number of knots per cycle. ïhen, a Iow samphg rate reduces the computation effort 
and, at the same tune, makes the spline fiinctions an attractive technique for low cost 
optimization. 
To determine the nuinber of knots per cycle, the Shannon's theorem (Taub and 
Schilling, 1991) is use& The decision to use the Shannos's theorem is, however, a 
conservaîive approach, Osîrander (1971) has shown diat the transfom fiom a spiuie 
hc t ion  approximation to contmuous data (called a spIine transform), reduces errors 
introduced by the discrete Fourier transfom. Addinonally, Ostrander has shown that the 
sphe transfomi alleviates noise probiems when the sampling rate is limited due to 
experimentat method or hardware constraints. 
7.4.1 -2 Optimal knots placement 
The theory of spi& hctions provides a series of toois to determine the optimal location 
of the knots. This optimal location is determined by the degree of the interpolating 
polynornials. Miccheiii et aL(1976) and Gaffriey and Powell (L976) have developed the 
tooIs to determine a knot sequence that is optimal in the sense that it provides the center 
fiinchon in the band formed by ail interpolants to the given data 
The draw back wvith these theoreticai tools is that the resulting h o t  sequence is not 
regular, that is, the intervals are not equal, ï h e  irregular intervals are a Iùnitation for an 
on-line application of the spline techniques deveIoped in this chapter. The samples of the 
field signals are obtained at regular intervals. Thmefore, the technicd Iimitations imposed 
by the sampling device indicates that the lcnots must be located at regular intemais. 
7.4.2 Signai reconstnrcbon 
Let us consider the phase voltage signal fiom an EAF shown in Figure 7.11. Sarnples are 
obtained at sdected hots and these sarnples are the sbrting point of the signal 
reconstruction process. The voltages sampled at the knots are obtaind by a measurernent 
device, sampling at ngular intervals. Preferably, the sampling rate is a sub-multiple of the 
signals wave length. In this particdar case, the samples are taken every 36 degrees for a 
total of ten knots per q d e ,  
Figure 7.12: Samples at the knots of a voltage signal. 
When the interpolating splines are cubic hctions, the approximation of the 
instantaneous phase voltage has the fonn 
Similarly, the approximation of the instantanmus phase current has the form 
The interpolatuig potynomid coefficients ai and bf are obtained by the recmive 
algorithm descnied in the Chapter 2. There are as many expressions of  the type given by 
Eqdons (7.21) and (7.22) as number of knots per cycle minus one. They differ ody on 
the polynomial coefficients. 
7.4-3 Cornpufation of active power 
When non-sinusoida1 signals are considered in the simplified EAF electrical mode1 
shown in Figure 7.3, the optimal operation condiéon given by Expression (7.8) does not 
apply. Instead, the optimal operating condition is derive fkom the definition of active 
power given by Expression (7.7). 
The cornputation of the active power for non-sinusoidal waves requires the use of 
Expression (7.14) for each harmonic component or, dtmatively, by combining 
Expressions (7.7), (7.21) and (7.22). Then., when the voltage and current waves are 
expressed in temis of interpola~g sphes, the approximated expression for the active 
power is given by 
where k represents the h o t  number n represents the total number of întewals per cycle. 
7.4.3.1 Am*ve power as a function of arc length 
When the arc length is modifiecl to achieve optimd operation of the furnace, the phase 
angle # between the load voltage and cumnt changes (Figure 7.12). ï h e  consequeme of 
changing the phase angle between <a) and i(a) is two fold: at one end, a change in the 
phase angle affects explicitly the elecûicai angle a, ai the other end, the signais amplitude 
are affecteci, 
Figure 7.13: Phase angle q5 between phase voltage and current. 
7.4.3.2 Shifting of the electricaf angle cz 
Changes in the phase angle are expressed by uiaeasing q5 by q- The net effect of a phase 
angle increase on the interpolahg spline po1ynomia.I is a shift of the independent variable 
a by q. The shifi effect is appiied either to the voltage or the cuxrent spline polynomials 
or spliced between tbem. For the voltage, the resultant expression is 
In Expression (7.25) the stiding knots technique introduced in Cbpter 3 has been use& 
7.4.3.3 Sensitivity of the signals amplitude w.r.t. the phase angle 
Changes on the s i p a i s  amplitude due to changes on the phase angIe can be analyàcally 
approximated by a sensitivity analysis of the coefficients a, and bi. To this end, the circuit 
theory for sinusoidal waveforms is used The phasor diagram of the EAF equivalent 
circuit shown in Figure 7- L3 is used to investigate the effect that a change on 4 has over 
the amplitude of the voltage v and curent i. 
Figure 7.14: EAF phasor diagram. 
Based on Figure 7.13, the following expressions are obtained: 
The interactions beîween the anplihide of the voltage v^ and current ? is evaluated by a 
sensitivity expression given by 
* 
sersitivity of 6 and i ro. r. t .  @ = - 
v 1 
An approximation of the expression of the sensitivity s, is made by considenng the 
firndamental cornponents of the voltage and current signals. Then, Expression (7.9) is 
approsimated to 
The voltage at the PCC (E), and the reactance of the EAF circuit (X)  are considered 
mchanged throughout the andysis. Then, the ioad voltage and cment are refmed to these 
two parameters- Form Expressions (7.26) and (7.27), the foilowing equati-on is obtained: 
In order to have the same angle reference, the following approximation is used: 
where sub-index nt indicates measured value at the point of analysis. The sensitivity 
Expression (7.30) is combined with Expressions (7.3 1) and (7.32) as foilows: 
sensiriviI of F and f i t p r . r .  4 r dq& cos# / 
f sin2rd) 
giving the following approximation for the semitivity coefficient: 
Zr cos2r#cosq5 + sin2rg5sinqi 
senritzvi~ of 6 and i W. r. t .  # = s, = ( 7.34 ) 
ços#sin2r# 
7.4.3.4 Active power expression 
Based on Expressions (7.22}, (723), (7.25) and (7.34), the active power P per phase is 
approxïmaîed by 
Expression (7.35) is analytically solved using Maple sohvare (Redfem, 1993), 
7-4.4 Optimal phase angle 
The solution of Equaîion (7.35) is a polynomial in g> of order 4". The value of e, for 
which P becornes maximum is given by 
where gl, is the deviatîon from the operating phase angle to achieve Lnaximum power 
transfer to the h a c e  bath. Finally, the phase angle for maximuni power at the tips of the 
electrodes is given by 
with q& the optimal phase angle and & the measured phase angie at the load, In terms of 
the h a c e  power factor PF (Ramshaw, 1993), we have 
where the power factor PF is measured or computed by rneasuring the active power P and 
the apparent power S- 
7.4.5 Con fmller design 
An alternative implaentation of the technique presented in this work is the cornputaiion 
of the optimal operating phase angle with an on-line conixoller. Once a decision is made 
on the nurnber of sarnples per cycle, Equation (7.36) is sofved analytically. The derivative 
(7.36) is solved off Iine and the result is expressed (using relative reference of the s p h e  
knots) as 
where 
is a vector of coefficients of the voltage interpolahg sphe for the interval k, 
is a vector of coefficients of the current interpolating spline for the interval k, and 
M ,  and h.;, E $31 4x4 
are a matrices of constant coefficients. Matrices MI, and Nil are independent of the 
sarnpled data and the interval k, Therefore, they remab unchange. throughout the 
optimization process. Uniy Ak , Bk and s, need to be updated. Equation (7.39) is made 
equal t9 O and the optimal p is computed, The spline coefficients of the vectors Ak and 
Bk are obtained recursively fiom the algorithm described in Chapter 2. 
The proposed optimal çontroiler is recomrnended for use in a superviçory mode due to 
the fact that the wavefoms are contaminated with environmentai noise and, therefore, 
filtering procedures of the samples based on the history of the waveforms are 
recommended. 
7.4.5.1 Conjecture on the decrease of the phase angle with increasing arc 
length 
The operation at optimal phase angie requires the positioning of the electrodes with 
respect to the surface of the bath. So far, it bas been assumed that the phase angle at the 
load was inversely related to the arc length. This assuniption stems fkom the combined 
analysis o f  the EAF approhated electrical mode1 shown in Figure 7.3 and the 
Expression (7.13) derived fiom the classicd circuit theory. The assumption is reinforcd 
by the fact that the arc resistance is a monotone non-decreasing function of  the arc length 
(Sims, 1963). 
With respect to the case of non-sinusoidal wavefonns, the andysis of relationship 
between the phase ange at the load side of the EAF and the arc length is cornplex. In ùiis 
work, it is assumed thaî the relationship between these two variables curresponds in some 
degree to the results derived from the ided Zinear fumace. 
In order to formalize the concepts mentioned in this subsection, the following 
conjecture is enunciated: 
7.4.5.1.1 Conjecture 7.1 
The phase angle at the Ioad side of an EAF is a monotone non-increasing bc t ion  of the 
arc Iength. 
Points of coincidence 
There are two conditions where the above conjecture coincides with field data: the EAF 
operating in open circuit and short circuit. In order to test the conjecture at these operating 
points, the following expression of the phase angle is used: 
P # =  acos- 
S 
When the funiace operates in short circuit mode, the arc resistance Ra is very small. 
Maùiematically, îhis condition is described as 
P 1% 7r lim # =  lirn acos-= lim ocos-=- 
%+O R , 4  s &-*O v 2 
with I and V ms. vatues. When the finnace operates in open circuit mode, the arc 
resistance Ra is very large. MatheIlISLticaüy, this condition is describeci as 
where Z is an equivalent kpedance made up of rhe arc resistance & and the reactance to 
all harmonic components. 
Between these extreme points the conjechue is loosely supported by the classical 
andysis of the ideal EAF and the field data 
7.5 Spline representation of instantaneous phasors 
In this section, a different approach for the optimi7Eition of EAFs is presented. It is 
based on the concept of instantanmus phasors useci eariier in this chapter for the andysis 
of the h a c e  signals. 
The instantaneous phasors are representd in spline f o m  as describeci earlier in this 
chapter for the voltage and cwent signals. The instantaneous voltage phasor ~ ~ z , , c ~ e n t  
phasor Id-r , are approximated by spIine poiynomials in a 
whae polynomial coefficients ai and bi are obtained by the recursive aigorithm 
descriied in Chapter 2, and a is the signais eIectricaI angle. 
7- 5.1 Sensifivity ana!ysis 
Similariy to the method desMbed earfier for sphe functions, the hybnd technique 
presented in this section makes used of the poIynomial splines. The expression for the 
sensitiviv of the amplitudes of VPiz(Wr and IprIOY>r w.r.t. the phase angle is diEerent that the 
one given in (7.34). 
7-51 -1 Sensitivity of V,., and IpnBSOr w-r-t- the phase angle. 
The objective is to detennine the impact that a chsnge in the phase angle has over the 




E sin r = 
X 
cos2a 
senrilivip of V,, und Ipltacor IV. r. r .  4 ;-- s, = 2 r -
sin 2 0  
where the approximation given by (7.32) has been used. 
7.5.2 Acfive po wer expression 
The active power is obtained by computing the average value of the instanttaneous active 
power (7.18). The expression of the active power is 
Using the spline approximations (7.46) and (7.47), the slidirg bots technique for the 
expression of Vpb, and the sensitivity coefficient s, , (7.53) is approximated as follows: 
Chapter 8 
8= EAF CASE STUDY 
In this chapter, the spline fhction techniques describecl in Chapter 7 are appfid to data 
sâmpled h m  an EAF. A circuit mode1 of the EAF and a simulator are developed to 
compare the resuits obtained fkom the sampled data to those derived fiom the classical 
circuit theov. 
8.1 Description of the EAF 
The EAF under siuciy has been selected mainly due to unit avdability and accessibility to 
phase voltage and current recording instruments already installed at the load side of the 
stepdown transformer- The fumace has the ratings given in Table 8.1. 
Tabfe 8.1: EAF data 
From the ratings given in Table 8.1 the foIlowing circuit components are identified: 
Description 
Furnace type 
Step-down transformer rated power 








2-40 r d 2  
Table 8.2: EAF data 
8.2 Classical analysis 
Cornponents I Ratings 
As shown in Chapter 7, the classical analysis of the EAFs is based on the assumption that 
al1 the sipals are sinusoidal, therefore, the maxirnum power transfer theoreni applies. 
With these hypothesis, the fiiniace is regulated at an power factor equal to 0.7071. This 
corresponds to an input phase angle of 45 degrees. Considering the ratïngs given in Table 
8.2, the optimal phase angle computed at the load side of the transformer is gïven by 
Series reactor X, 
Step down transfomer ùnpedance X, 
f had-tide circuit reactance (average)' XJ 
Load resistance Ra 
= arctan x/ = 28.3 deg. 
,Y/ + ,Yr + Xr 
j 2.40 mR 
j 0.682 mi2 
j 3.60 mR 
O R<R,< $2 
8.3 EAF circuit model 
A single phase model is developed using Matiab 5.3 based on the parameters given in 
Tables 8-1 and 8.2. The circuit model used for simulation is shown in Figure 8.1 - 
Figure 8.1: Schematic of the EAF single phase circuit model. 
8.3.1 Hannoni'cs 
The model shown in Figue 8.1 is excited with a set of voltage signals with hannonics. In 
order to reflect the conditions in the actual EAF, the hamionic components of the voltage 
signal in the model shouid approximately match those found in the a c t d  EAF. Samples 
of the phase voltages and currents at the load side of the EAF are obtain, and a s p e c d  
andysis is perfonned with a fast Fourier transform using Matlab. Figures 8.2 to 8.4 show 
the diagrams of the power spectral density of the products of each voltage and cwent 
harmonic component as a fiinction of  the fiequency. The fundamental component has 
ken removec! fi-om the diagrams to highlight the contribution of higher harmonies. 
Figure 8.2: Power spectral density of the EAF apparent power for phase A. 
Figure 8.3: Power spectral density of the EAF apparent power for phase B. 
Figure 8.4: Power spectral density of the EAF apparent power for phase C .  
From the spectral anaiysis of the figures shown above, it is clear tint the hamonics 
components present in the sampled signais are the 1" (or fundamental), jd, 5~ and 7&. 
There is also a small DC component on the voltage signal. 
The tool of choice for the analysis of the harmonic components is the total hmonic 
distortion (THD). The expression of the THD is given by (see for instance Ramshaw, 
1993) 
The total hamionic distortion (THD) is variable dong the test, however it is estimated to 
be 0-2 pu < THD c 0.7 pu, 
8.3.2 Power supply synthesis 
The expression of the active power in the presence of harrnonic is used to determine 
which components need to be included in the mode1 of the EAF. The expression of the 
active power is 
From Expression (8.3) it is clear that ody those components of the same fiequency 
between the voltage and the cment make contribution to the average powa. Therefore, 
the power source used for the simulation only supply a voltage with hamionics up to 5& 
harmonic. From the spectral analysis shown in Figures 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 it is determined 
that the 3" and 5" hannonics have a power spectral density of approximately the same 
order of magnitude compand to the fiindamental component which make the largest 
contribution Then, the simulation is b e d  out by equdy incrasing the presence of the 
jd and 5" harmonies fiom O to 1.2 % of the total voltage signal 
8.3.3 Circuit expressions 
Finally, the expressions used to complete the circuit mode1 are 
with sub-index i indicatïng the variable associated to the corresponding harmonic 
component order. 
8.3.4 Simulation 
For a wide range o f  arc resistance, the active power P is cornputed using Expression (8.3). 
Once the maximum active power is located, the phase angle at the load side of the 
û-ansfomier is recorded. Following, the contribution of the 3" and 51h harmonies to the 
voltage signal is increased and a new maximum for the active power P is fond. The 
phase angle is recorded and the simulation proceeds untïl THD reaches a maximum of 
1.2. The r e d i s  of the phase angles at the load side of the transformer as a function of the 
total harmonic distortion THD is s h o w  in Figure 8.5. for completeness, the simulation is 
repeated first, with only the presence of the fiindamental and the 5'h hmnonic and then, 
with only the presence of the fundamental and the 3" harmonie. The resuks are included 
in Figure 8.5. 
From Figure 8.5 it is clear that the traditional optimal operation is o d y  valid at for ideai 
sinusoïdal sigials. It also indicates that the order of the hannonic components of the 
waveforms affect the optimal phase angle. 
Figure 8.5: Optimal phase angie as a iùnction of the TMZ. 
8.4 Spline functions technique 
The spiine function technique deveioped in the previous chapter is now used to 
determine the EAF optimal operating phase angle. 
8.4.1 €AF simulator 
The spline technique is first appiied to data samples fiom a singIe phase simulator of an 
ideal EAF. This simulator is devdoped using SIMCAD demo version 4 . la  The circuit 
mode1 is s h o w  in Figure 8.6. 
Figure 8.6: Single phase, EAF simufator developed in SIMCAD 
Changes of the EAF Load are simulateci by changing the simulator resistance accordhg 
to the values given in the following table: 
Tab te 8.3: Variations of the arc resistance 
For each load gkeu in Table 8-3, the simulator generates a data file \vith sampIes of the 
phase voltages and cux~ents. The wavefoms are reconstructed using the spline technique 
describeci in Chapter 7. The number of knots required for the reconstruction of the non- 
sinusoida1 signals depend on their hmonics content. Ln the previous subsection, it was 
detennined that the harmonic components up to order 5" are significant in the 
contribution to the active power- Then, according to Shannon's theorem, the number of 
knots per cycle is set to ten, 
Load 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
7 7.5 8 9 10 1 1  12 
8-4- 2 Simulation results 
8.4.2.1 Optimal phase angle 
Once a decision on the aumber of knots per cycle is made, the propos& spline 
technique is applied to the sampled data and the optimal phase angle is computed for each 
load given in Table 8.3. Three different TECD are selected for the simulation: 0, 0.5 and Z 
peu. The results are shown in Figures 8 -7 to 8.9. 
Figure 8.7: Optimal phase angle at the Ioad for THD = 0. 
Figure 8.8: Optimal phase angle at the load for THD = 0.5. 
Figure 8.9: Optimal phase angle at the load for THD = 1. 
The results obtained h m  Figures 8.7 to 8.9 are summarued in Table 8A. 
Table 8.k Optimal phase anges at the load. 
8.4.2.2 Maximum active power 
in order to verify the hndings s ed in Table 8.4, the active power computed at 
different phase angles is plotted as shown in Figures 8. LO and 8.1 1. 
&Wepomrot(hIW(W1 
Phase angie at üm load (deg) 
Figure 8.10: Active power at the load for THD = 0.5. 
Phase angle it the ioad (deg) 
Figure 8.2 1: Active power at the load for 'l'HD = 1. 
The analysis of Figure 8-10 and 8.1 1 reveal that the ~ptimal angles are slightly larger 
than those obtained f?om the s p h e  approximaîion rnethod- 
8.4.3 EAF field measutements 
The spline fiinction technique is appiied to d m  sampled fiom the achlal EAF. At eight 
diflerent stages of the rnelting and refïning process, the fumace phase voltages and h e  
currents are r n e w e d  and recorded. The resu1s given by the spline fùnctions technique 
for each of the three phases are shown in Figures 8.10 to 8.12. 
Figure 8.12: Phase A optimal angle at the load of the EAF. 
Correcûon for b phase angle ( d q )  
Figure 8.13: Phase B optimal angle at the load of the EAF. 
Figure 8.1 4: Phase C optimal angle at the Ioad of the EAF. 
Figures 8. IO to 8.12 show a trend instead o f  a clear phase a g i e  cross-over point. All 
three phases have been included to account for discrepancies on the phases parameters. A 
projection of the trend in any o f  the three diagrams suggests that the optimal phase ange 
may be found at a location beyond the 30 degrees. 
8.4.3.1 Maximum active power 
The active power cornputed at different phase angles is plotted as shown in Figure 8.15. 
Figure 8.15: Active power at the load of the EAF- 
According to Figure 8.15, there is no well defined active power maximum. This may be 
explained by the fact that the fumace is not operating near a maximum phase angle as 
s h o ~ a  in Figures 8.12 to 8.14. Another possible suurce of errors is the fluctuation of the 
voltage at the PCC. This fluctuation affects the power output o f  the fumace. 
8.5 Instantaneous phasors - spline functions technique 
The instantaneous phasors - sp l i e  fiinction technique developed in the previous chapter 
is used to determine the EAF optimal operating phase angle. 
8.5.7 EAF Simulator 
Simikir to the procedure foiiowed for the spline technique, the uistantaneous phasors - 
spline fllnction technique is first applied to data samples from a skuiator of an ideai 
EAF- The simdator developed using SIMCAD shown in Figure 8.6 is adapted to generate 
sampIa for a symmetrical 3 - phase system. Due to the limitation of the number of 
sources allowed by the program per circuit, the expeximent is run in separated program 
files and the results are merged in a single file. 
Changes of the EAF load are shulated by changing the simulator rkstance accordhg 
to the values given in Table 8.3. As opposed to the spline function technique, the 
Innantaneous phason - spline fuoctions technique cannot be used for perfectly sinusoidal 
wavefom (THD = O). The reason behïnd this limitation is given by the fact that, for THD 
= O, the instantaneous phasors for the voltage and the current have a circular trajectory. 
Therefore, their lbear profile is fïat. Knowing îhat the optïmîzation techniques based on 
spline functions relay on the sensitivity of the active power due to changes in the relative 
position of the waveform, no improvement can be made in the active power when the 
promes are flat. 
8.5.2 Simulation results 
The resdts are shown in Figures 8-16 and 8-17 and listed in Table 8.5. 
Figure 8.16: Optimal phase angle at the lcad for THD = 0.5. 
CwrectionOthephaseangleattheload(deg) 
F-re 8.17: Optimal phase angle at the load for THD = 1. 
Table 8.5: Optimal phase angles at the load. 
8.5.3 EAF field measuremenfs 
The Instantaneous phasors - spline funciions technique is appIied to data sampled fiom the 
actual EAF. Tize results are shown in Figure 8.1 8. 
Comaion of the phase angle at the kad (deg) 
40 . . 
i 
Phasa angle at the bad (deg) 
Figure 8.18: Optimal phase angle at the load of the EAF. 
The instantaneous phasor - sphe fiindon approach failed to show a trend in Figure 
8.18, therefme, an optimal operatùig phase angle m o t  be determine when the samples 
of the actual EAF are d The poorer performance of the instantaneous phasor - sphe 
function compad to the spline fundon approach for samples fiom the EAF may 
indicate that the method is not recommended for wavefonns with high hannonic content. 
This concIusion agrees with the fact that the ïnstantaneous phasors - spline functions 
technique performs relaîively weU in the case of sampled data fkom the simdator where 
the number of hmonics is Iimited- In the presence of DC components and even 
harmonies, the technique seems to reach a local minimm. Due to the potential benefit of 
having an alternative technique to validate the results of the sphe funtion technique, 
M e r  investigation of the performance of the instantanmus phasors - spline fiinctions 
technique for phase angles closer to the optimal is a topic for fùture research. 
8.6 Summary of test resuits 
Finally, a comparative analysis of the simdations and fields test is made. n i e  folIowing 
figure shows the results: 
Figure 8.19: Surnrnary of results. 
The results displayed in Figure 8.19 show that the circuit theory model and t'ie spline 
methods give a higher optimal phase angle than the classical techniques used today in 
indu- (sinusoidal wavefonns). With low signal distortion, the instantaneous phasors - 
sphe  fùnctions method does not perfonn properly due to the proxhity to the ideal 
sinusoidal case. The spline fùnction technique performs closer to the circuit theory mode1 
than the instantanmus phasor - spline fûnction technique for aii TEID and, in particular, 
when the distortion becornes bigher. The spline technique applied to real field data gives 
an optimal phase angle higher than the predicted with the appro>cimated electrical modd. 
This discrepancy may be explainecl by the fact that the electricai model uses a reduced set 
of harmonic components. As depicted in F i w  8.5, not only the THD detennines the 
deviatïon fiom the i d d  sinusoidal case but also the order of the harmonic components. 
Another cause for mors is the assumption of constant fîmace reactance. reactance of 
the furnace may change due to load configuration or composition of the bath, Finally, the 
sensitivity coefficient zised in the spline hction technique introduces mors thaî do not 
vanish when the optimal phase ange is reached, 
Chapter 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
in this work, the application of spline and 6-spline functions to process modeling and 
power systems analysis have been studied. In process control, the mathematical 
representation o f  nonpararnetric models allows the application of the weU lmown adaptive 
control techniques. Splines and b-spline fünctions are the tools of choice for this task 
since they are both based on sampfed data. 
In this thesis, the representation of nonparametric models (NPhq based on the process 
impulse response is reviewed. The weighing factors are replaced by sarnples at the h o u .  
The result is a model with reduced dimension c&ed adaptive spline model (ASM). ï h e  
reduced dimension allaws the application of traditionai rnodel identification techniques, in 
particular, the projection algorithm (PA) that is doroughly used in uùs work. Simulation 
of a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) is used to compare the performance of the 
ASM versus the NPM, The results show the superior prediction performance of the ASM, 
particularly, in the presence of tirne variant processes. The ASM is used to update the 
weighùig coefficients of the NPM in a nrpervisory mode so that the changes on the plant 
dynamics are incorporated in the model. The weighing coefficients are recuvered by the 
spke transform method at each simple. 
The evaluation of rnodel uncertainties is presented in the fonn of a theorem, foliowing 
the guidelines of  global uncertainties for NPM. The developmait of the ASM is extended 
to address the particultu case of multirate samplhg tune control. 
The analyîïcal repmsentation of NPM 5y means o f  bspiines is also addresseci in this 
work The r d t i n g  mode4 calIed adaptive b-spline mode1 (ABM), has a Simpler 
fomulation than the ASM with the added advantage of a reduced number of parameters 
(dimension). An additional advantage resulting fkom the use of ABM is the simpler 
formulation of models with deadtirne, This is one of the most important features of the 
ABM due to its unique capability for the identification of deadtirne compared to the rest 
of the NPM used in control systems today. Mode1 uncertainties are evduaîed in the same 
m m e r  as in the case of ASM. The extension of the ABM to multivariable models is also 
presented in this work Future research should address the optùnal location of the b o t s  as 
wel! as their number, 
The problem of adaptive controller tuning is also addressed in this thesis. For changes 
in the process dynamics and in the sampiing t h e ,  the tunuig of the w e i g h ~ g  coefficients 
of the optimal control Iaw have been dete-ed using twr, interesting rnethods developed 
in this work. These methods are based on the controller - plant system equal performance 
criterion, 
For power systerns analysis, two rnethods have been developed in this work: the spline 
fhction approximation technique and the instantaneous phasor - spline fiinction hybrid 
technique. It bas been shown that the two techniques have p o w d  capabilities for power 
quality monitoring and andysis, The voltages and currents non-sinusoïdal wavefornis are 
approximated by means of spline polynomial, resulting in the analytiçal expressions of the 
signals. These expressions are used in the computation of active power and power factor. 
They are dso used for the optimization of circuits, The fondation makes use of the 
sliding hots  technique htroduced for the first time in ùùs work The error introduced by 
the application of the sliding hots technique is evaluated and presented in the form of a 
theorem The tfieory is applied to data sampIes fiom a simdator and an EAF presently in 
operation. The objective is to evaluate its operaiion conditions and potential 
improvernents, The resuIts show tfiat the technique is computationally stable, in particular 
the sphe fiindons mettiod, These results are compati'ble with those obtained fiom circuit 
theoty. The application of the analytical techniques presented in this work have s h o w  
that the EAF chosea as the test process is operating in sub-optimal conditions, probably 
due to process constraints. Nevdeless, the method is an attractive tool for the 
optunization of smaller fimaces which in pradce have less constraints and where the 
presence of hannoaics is more pronounced. As shown in this work, the technique can be 
used for the optimization of EAF in off line mode or, optionally, can be used in an on-he 
controller. The two methods, the spline b c t i o n  approximation technique and the 
instantaneous phasor - s p b e  hc t ion  hybrid technique have given consistent results when 
the data samples from the sirnulator are used- The spline fimction approximation perfomis 
closer to the results given by the circuit theoq- on signds with low hamionics content. The 
spline functions method is particularfy suitable for fumaces with asymmetry arnong 
phases because the technique is applied in a per phase basis. The instantaneous phasor - 
spline fùnction hybrid technique have performed poorly when samples from an EAF are 
used, therefore, the applicability of the technique is limiteci. Another limibing factor of the 
instantaneous phasor - sphe  fbnction hybrid technique is that the andysis is perfomied 
globally for the whole furnace. Therefore, the technique ignores the asymmetries that are 
present among phases. 
9.1 Directions for future research 
The theoretical question of how to select the o-al number and location of the hots 
may be considered as a topic for futme research, The optimal number and location of the 
knots minünizes the emrs htroduced by the sliding h o t s  technique and, at the same 
time, minimizes the mors in the approximation by spline fünctions. As proven in Chapter 
3, the sLiding knots technique, iufroduced in this thesis, is a source of errors. These mors 
are a fùnction of the coefficients of the sphe  polynomiais, specifidy, the coefficient 
- .  . -  
associated to the variable of highest de-. MuiuniPng the sliding h o t ~  mors rquïres 
the strategic Iocation of the bots. On the other hand, the location of the b o t s  affects the 
approximation of fundons as described by Gdfhey and Powell (1976)- A trade off 
should exists such that the overail error is minimized, 
As expressed in Chapter 1, this thesis focuses on detemiinistic dynarnical systems. The 
concepts developed in this work could be extended to stochastic models to include 
random components defined on some probability space (see for instance Goodwin and 
SÙi, 1984)- 
Future research in the area of EAF optUnization based on spline bctÏons shodd 
address the improvernent of the sensitivïty analysis for the amplitude of the signals with 
respect to the phase angle. The sensitivity expression is tbe main sources of errors in the 
estimation of the optimal opaating point- in the proximity of the optimal input phase 
angle, these enors do not vanish, as in the case of the sliding bots technique. Future 
research should aiso inctude the analysis of the mors when the sensitiviîy of the 
amplitude is computed. 
As shown in Chapter 8, the instantaneous phasor - spline hction approach failed to 
show a trend in the estimation of the optimal operatting input phase angle when samples 
fkom d e  EAF are used The poorer performance of this technique compared to the spline 
function technique can be at?riiuted to the existence of a local Future research 
should address the analysis of the pdonnance of this technique when the EAF is 
operating at input phase angles close to the optimal- The success of the instantaneous 
phasor - spline function approach is critical given the fact that the technique can be used 
as a verification tool for the spline hctior,  technique. 
A more exact electrical model of the EAF is an important topic for future research. By 
including the resiçtance of the windllig of the transformer, series reactor and connetion 
cables, a more preciçe optimal can be estimated. The Iosses of these devises need to be 
taken ùito account in order to irnprove the funiace efficiency. 
The amlysis of EAFs carried out in this work is Limited to AC type furnaces. In recent 
years, a DC version of the W a c e  has been introduced. ft is expected that the AC to DC 
conversion generate distortion to the voltage and current waves. Therefore, the concepts 
developed in this thesis are usefiil for the optimization of DC type h a c e s .  
There are important difference to consider when the spline techniques developed in 
this thesis are applied to the andysis of DC fumaces. The first one is that the three phases 
in the AC side of the furnase are balanced, therefore, the analysis does not required to be 
repeated for each phase. On the 0th- hand, the arc resistance needs to be reflected to the 
AC side of the converter. This may pose a problem because the reIationship between the 
are resistance and the load phase angle is not sbraight forward as in the case of the AC 
type of furnace. Therefore, the formulation requires the dwelopment of a more complex 
sensitivity coefficient. Fuially, the electrical model of the k a c e  must include the losses 
of the transfomer core and windings due to the increased distortion of the wavefonns, 
An important topic for funire rewarch is the analysis of the erron introduced by the 
rnea~u~ernents of  the voltage and current signals. There are two main sources of mors: the 
primary elanents and the recording devices. ?ne primary elements are the meanning 
transfomiers and sensors. They arr classified according to ùieir dass (maximum error in 
ratio and angle shitt). This classiticarion, however, is only approximated when signals 
with distortions are measured. With respect to the recording devices, they impose a delay 
between channels tbat translates directly into a delay or shift in the angle between signals. 
At the same tirne, these recording devices have a frequency response tbat m u t  be 
cornpensatecl to obtaùl more accurate measurements. A thorough d y s i s  of the effect of 
the signal distortion on the measurements can be found in Boulet et al. (1997). 
The approximation of çignals by spline h c t i o n s  can be applied to the analysis of 
circuits with nonlùiear elements in general. The analysis of the EAF detailed in this thesis 
can be extended to other electric machines subject to voltage and curent waves with 
distortions. 
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Nomenclature for process control 
b b-spline madel 
c prediction correction 
Da Damkohier number 
E vector of predicted errors 
8 plant impulse response 
G matrix of b-spline coefficients 
r augmentai matrix of Gs 
J performance criterion 
k t h e  step 
M nimber of hots 
17 disturbance signal 
N horizon 
R vector of reference trajectory 
To sampling time 
0 mode1 uncertainty 
u plant input (control action) 
U vector of plant inputs (control actions) 
W weighting coefficient mairix 
x state variable 
Nomenclature for process conhol (corn.) 
Y plant output 
9 predicted plant output 
Acronyms for process control 
ABM adaptive b-spline mode1 
CSTR continuously stirred tank reactor 
FR finite-impulse response 
LS Ieast squares 
NDE non-linear differential equation 
NPM non-parametric mode1 
DMC dynamic matnx control 
MAC mode1 aigorithrnic con~o l  
ML,?MO multiple input - multiple output 
PA projection algorithm 
Nomenclature for power systems 
vector of voltage spline coefficients 
vector of currmt spline coefficients 
m s  value of e 
instantaneous voltage at PCC 
frequexicy 
rms value of i 
instantaneous current 
current amplitude 
current instantaneous phasor 
ma& of fixed coefficients 
rnatrk of fked coefficients 
average active power 
active power phasor 
phase angle ratio 
arc resistance 
apparent porver 
instantaneous phasor-spline sensitivity coefficient 
apparent power phasor 
spline sensitivity coefficient 
waveform peziod 
mis value of v 
Nomenclature for power systems @ont.) 
instantaneous voltage at the load 
voltage amplitude 




phase angle shift 
phase angle at PCC 
phase angle at the load 
2rrf 
Acronyms for power dysterns 
AC alternahg current 
DC direct curent 
EAF electnc arc funiace 
PCC point of cornmon couphg 
PF power factor 
mis root mean square 
THD total hamonic distortion 
